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Libraries Branch

Across and

At Duke we generally call them

"branches." At other universities they

y be called "departmental

libraries." Some occupy their own

igs. Others are housed in the

buildings of the academic departments

they support. Some focus on a single

subject area. Others are loose gather-



Add to the debate economics

Faculty and librarians at Duke work together to d

versity's use of branch libraries. The libraries on East Campus-^Jylusic ancJ^gSJ

daily, the Lilly Library—have undergone several transformations as degree pro

grams were added and the resident student populatitw3wT

to coed to, most recently, all first-year students. The S^l ' Collection

recently expanded into new, more patron friendly quarters in the Perkins build-

ing and, currently, the four branches known collectively as the "science libraries"

(Biological and Environmental Sciences, Chemistry, Math-Physics and controversy in c

Engineering) are being reviewed with an eye toward maintaining superior ser-

vices for the excellent programs offered at Duke.

Within the Perkins System there are two uniquely adaptedat

the branch concept. Neither is found on Duke's East or Wesjb^mpus. Neitheif^^

ever visited by the majority of Duke's faculty or students. One branch b&f&$f$£%£!'~'.

established relationship with an academic program matchless at Duke,

serves nearly all academic programs and, in many ways, is peerless among the

Perkins System libraries. Both are essential to the clienteles they serve. They are

the Pearse Memorial Library at the Nicholas School of the Environment Marine

Laboratory and the Duke Off-Site Stacks. Duke University Libraries begins a brief

tour of the Perkins branches (to be continued in future issues) with a look at

these facilities.

From Durham it is about a three and a half hour drive down North

Carolina Highway 70 East to the Duke Marine Lab in Beaufort. The Nicholas

School of the Environment Marine Laboratory is located on Pivers Island, a small

island within the Outer Banks. The Marine Lab population comprises a resident

faculty of 11 and about 20 graduate students who live

"on campus" while they complete their Ph.D. research.

Another 3,500 students and scholars visit the lab annual-

ly for periods ranging from a few weeks to a full

semester. The constantly changing community of users

and remote geographic location greatly influence the

operation of the Pearse Memorial Library and distin-

guish it from other Duke library branches.

Miyuki DeHart heads this branch of the Perkins

System. When visited recently at the Pearse Library,

DeHart was busy preparing journals for shipment to the

bindery. "There isn't a regular courier service between

here and Durham. I take boxes up when I travel there

for meetings sometimes, and [I] send things through the

mail," she says. The distance between Beaufort and

Durham might hinder the Marine Lab in this respect,

but distance hasn't prevented DeHart from building ser-

vice that is customized to her clientele's needs and con-

sistent with the level of service offered by Duke's

Durham branches.



"The students live in dorms here at the lab, some-

times four and five to a room. There's no study space in the

living areas, so the library is all the more important." In it

you'll find just what you'd expect to find in any library on

the Durham campuses: computer terminals for the Duke

Online Catalog and other networked databases and for

"stand-alone" CD-ROM resources; row upon row of books

and journals; a circulation desk, "wired" for use of the same

circulation system used at other branches; public seating

areas and a study area outfitted for personal computer use;

a card catalog or two, reminiscent of the transition from

card to electronic catalogs occurring throughout the Perkins

system; and, of course, the librarian's office.

Working out of that office, DeHart provides personal

service to her patrons that is especially important in light of

their relatively brief stays at the Marine Lab. While most of

the branch librarians on the Durham campuses can offer ini-

tial orientation in the fall and expect to have contact with

the same patrons throughout the year, DeHart is introduc-

ing the Pearse Library and its services to a new group of

students each semester. The opportunity for building rap-

port with the clientele is there. It just occurs out of necessity

in a much more compressed time frame. There were about

90 to 100 Duke undergraduates at the lab last summer,

along with students enrolled in Duke's Talent Identification

Program. In the fall and spring semesters, new groups of mostly juniors and

seniors in marine and environmental studies related fields will arrive for their

required one semester at the lab. Graduate students in the coastal environmental

management program will arrive also.

"I work very closely with the students," DeHart reports. Electronic literature

searching is important to them, as is interlibrary loan. Like the graduate students,

the undergraduates—most of whom are probably familiar at least with the

Biological and Environmental Sciences Library—rely on services they have used in

Durham. Document delivery (obtaining articles and books from other libraries) is

essential to DeHart and the Marine Lab's faculty and students. The branches at the

Durham campuses depend on the central Interlibrary Loan Office in Perkins to

process the bulk of their requests. DeHart does her own, employing an array of

tools. "The Internet is definitely part of my work. I do all of my own processing for

interlibrary loan. There are request forms on the Pearse Library web page now.

This saves me and patrons a good bit of time. I also use e-mail a lot to help fill

requests, to provide information to colleagues at other institutions, and to find

journal issues that are lacking from our collection." DeHart also "networks" with

regional and international marine science centers. DeHart reports, "My e-mail is

packed every day with messages from around the world." These electronic links

enhance service and lessen the sense of isolation that might otherwise overshadow

life at the lab. . 4&§3&
Occasionally, DeHart experiences something that really sets her apart from

other Duke branch librarians. This was the case when she and all other residents of

Miyuki DeHart, Ma

Lab Librarian
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lab were evacuated in July under the threat of Hurricane Bertha. The library

and were hit but sustained only minor damage (As Duke University Libraries was

going to press, the Durham campus librarians had their own hurricane experience

with Fran!). More often, however, DeHart is liable to the same woes experienced

by other branch librarians. Lack of space, for example, is an almost universal frus-

tration. Enter Maurice Parker, head of the Duke Off-Site Stacks in Durham. This

summer, Parker worked with DeHart to help relieve the space crunch at the Pearse

Library.

Easing space problems is Parker's specialty. Duke Off-Site Stacks, or DOSS,

as it is commonly called, holds a part of each of the Perkins System libraries within

its walls. The materials shelved at DOSS are important enough to be retained by

the Duke libraries, but they are not needed routinely by patrons. Duke libraries

send materials to DOSS as a way of gaining space without sacrificing availability.

"During the fall and spring semesters, DOSS staff typically makes two deliveries a

day to libraries where requests have been made," Parker informs. "One is mid-

morning, the other mid-afternoon. There is one delivery each on Saturday and

Sunday. We'll also make spe-

cial deliveries for those

'rush' occasions, like when a

patron needs to verify one

last detail on their way out

of town to a conference."

DOSS is the Perkins

System's newest branch.

Located on West Pettigrew

Street in Durham about 1 '/z

miles from the west and 2 xh
miles from the east campus,

the facility is an unassuming

structure that nonetheless

contains impressive 17,152

fourteen-foot high compact

shelving units for a maxi-

mum capacity of 750,000

items. The library shares the

building with the Duke

Medical Center, which hous-

es medical records in a sepa-

rate section. Originally, each

branch was allocated a sec-

tion at DOSS, given a key,

and authority to manage its

section as necessary to

relieve space constraints.

Soon, however, it became

apparent that the manage-

ment of DOSS would better

be handled on-site by staff

assigned there.

9
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Campus Scene—Duke Marine Lab in Beaufort



Originally, each branch was

allocated a section at DOSS,

given a key, and authority to

manage its section as necessary

to relieve space constraints.

Soon, however, it became

apparent that the management

of DOSS would better be

handled on-site by staff

assigned there.



Maurice Parker, Manager of DOSS

Parker assumed the position as manager

of DOSS in 1995. Primary objectives in this

change of management were to improve

delivery of items back to the system libraries

in response to requests, to improve the use of

the space at DOSS, and to allow public access

to DOSS. In short, Parker was charged with

crafting an efficient and usable—if unique

—

branch library.

Almost every librarian will report, and

most patrons will agree, that the idea of send-

ing part of a collection to DOSS is somewhat

unnerving. What if something is needed on

short notice? What if an item is needed only for browsing? And what about record-

keeping? Librarians hand select items for the DOSS collection, bearing in mind

patron needs and other library priorities. Working with his staff, Parker takes over

from there. In cooperation with the Perkins Shipping and Receiving Department,

the DOSS staff transports materials from all the Perkins System libraries to the off-

site facility. When items arrive there, Parker integrates them into the compact stacks

and edits the online catalog record to indicate that the item is now in the DOSS

branch. When he receives a request for an item—usually via fax—he retrieves it

and delivers it to the desired campus location or, in the case of journal articles,

faxes a copy. All of this usually occurs within one business day. Tracy Delius of the

Biological and Environmental Sciences Library on the West Campus is in a good

position to evaluate the DOSS service. About one half of the branch's collection is

housed in DOSS, and she usually makes one or two requests a day. "Two deliveries

a day work quite well," she says. "Patrons are usually quite pleased that they

receive the items so quickly."

Parker's efforts do not center solely on delivery. An important aspect of the

DOSS service is the opportunity it offers patrons to visit the facility. This is especial-

ly useful when patrons wish to see large quantities of materials, or if they only need

to consult sources briefly. DOSS is open to the public seven days a week. An online

catalog terminal and copy machines are available for patron use.

Parker and patrons alike may soon find themselves forced out of DOSS. The

branch established to ease space problems in the libraries of the Perkins System is

now nearly at capacity. DOSS is approximately 95% full and, as Parker and

DeHart's collaboration last summer shows, still accepting materials from over-

crowded libraries. Still, the success of DOSS lends a degree of confidence to the

planning that is underway for additional space.

More information about DOSS and the Pearse Memorial Library can be found

on the Duke Libraries World Wide Web pages. Open your web browser to

http://www.lib.duke.edu . While you are there, you may also take a preview of the

other branch libraries Duke University Libraries will be visiting. In the next issue:

branches spanning the east and west campuses offer patrons everything from

ancient manuscripts to the latest in multi-media technology.

Timothy Cherubini

Music Library





Presidential Campaigns
and Elections

"WAT"m inners share the limelight with the defeated in the Special

M • Collections Library's current exhibit at the Rare book

^^km ^^kv Room entrance. I he displa) ol I S presidential cam-

^Hf paign memorabilia is drawn primarily from the library's

™ ™ holdings. It will remain on view through mid-November.

The exhibit illustrates the nation's presidential elections in

letters, sheet music, leaflets, buttons, and bumper stickers. The

race between Thomas Jefferson and John Adams is the earliest doc-

umented by the exhibit. In a December 1, 1796, letter from U.S. Supreme

Court Justice William Paterson to Justice James Iredell, Justice Paterson predicts,

"the contest between Mr. Adams and Mr. Jefferson will be severe, but 1 am of

the opinion that it will terminate in favor of the former." It did.

Memorabilia from the "Log Cabin and Hard Cider" campaign of 1840

reveal that "spin" is not an invention of twentieth century politics.

Although the Whig nominee General William Henry Harrison came

from an aristocratic Virginia family and lived the life of the coun-

try gentleman in a sixteen-room mansion, the Whigs tried to

attract voters by portraying him as a simple man of the peo-

ple. When a Democratic editor suggested sarcastically that

Harrison would be satisfied to retire to a log cabin with a

r barrel of hard cider, the Whigs countered by making log

cabins and cider barrels their party symbols. In a

newspaper illustration in the exhibit,

General Harrison is standing beside a

log cabin and a barrel of hard cider. The Whigs won

the popular vote and captured 79% of the elec-

toral votes.

A piece of campaign sheet music

entitled "The Clay Gallopade" recalls the

1844 contest between Whig candidate

Henry Clay and Democratic candidate

James K. Polk. However, the energy

of the lively dance was not sufficient

to carry the election for Clay, who

was defeated after expressing reser-

vations about the annexation of

Texas and possible war with Mexico.

By the late nineteenth century,

diverse mass-produced campaign

tokens and trinkets were available. An

advertising trade card issued by the

Blackwell Durham Bull Tobacco Company

Memorabilia from the "Log

Cabin and Hard Cider"

campaign of 1 840 reveal that

"spin" is not an invention

of twentieth century politics.



By the late ninteenth century,

diverse mass-produced

campaign tokens and trinkets

were available.

presumably dates from 1876 when Samuel

Jones Tilden of New York was the

Democratic candidate. Tilden's face

appears on the front of the card. As

the card opens, however, the face

transforms into that of Ulysses

S. Grant, a Republican from

Ohio, who did not run in 1876.

The card reads "...the choicest

brand to smoke is Blackwell's

Genuine Durham, that Suits every taste

no matter what, Republican or Democrat."

Republican candidate Rutherford B. Hayes

defeated Tilden in the election.

An 1896 William McKinley flag proclaims the virtues

of "Patriotism, Protection, and Prosperity." McKinley was the first presidential can-

didate since 1872 to receive a popular majority. He was re-elected in 1900 and

served until his assassination in 1901. Republican James B. Duke so favored

McKinley that a statue of him was placed on the grounds of the Duke estate in

Somerville, New Jersey. Upon McKinley's death, the American Tobacco Company

in Durham, NC was draped in black.

The papers of Josiah William Bailey and Methodist Bishop James Cannon

document opposing viewpoints in the 1928 campaign, which pitted New York

Governor Alfred E. Smith against Herbert Hoover. Bailey, later U.S. Senator from

North Carolina, supported Democratic candidate Smith, while Cannon—an ardent

prohibitionist—was an energetic leader in the fight against the unsuccessful "wet"

candidate. A pamphlet on display derides the election of a "cocktail president."

Smith's Catholicism was also a campaign issue.

There are a number of items in the exhibit from Franklin Delano Roosevelt's

multiple campaigns, including a campaign button with his picture attached to a

red, white, and blue ribbon and small plastic donkey. Campaign literature, cam-

paign buttons, and bumper stickers give glimpses of U.S. presi-

dential races during the last four decades of the twentieth

century. The memorabilia include an empty cigarette

pack featuring a photograph of Adlai Stevenson, a "Pat

Nixon for First Lady" campaign button, a Barry

Goldwater bumper sticker: "An H20 1964," and a

Dukakis-Bentsen T-shirt.

If you are unable to visit the exhibit in person,

visit it via the World Wide Web. The address is

http://scriptorium.lib.duke.edu/americavotes/. For fur-

ther information about items in the exhibit, contact

the Duke Special Collections Library. =

J a n i e Morris

Special Collections Library
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Public Documents in the Academy

HI

Ann Miller

working with new

Public Policy

graduate students

It's a Thursday afternoon; the scene is the Duke Library. The

rhythm of the week is beginning to slow; everyone is looking for-

ward to a relaxing weekend. Suddenly an anxious student appears,

and then another, and then another. The tempo picks up. All hands

on deck! "Forty-eight hour memo" frenzy is about to begin!

The forty-eight hour memo is a standard assignment for gradu-

ate students in Public Policy 304. The course, which emphasizes oral

and written communications skills, is a workshop on the role and

influence of policy analysis. Assignments such as the forty-eight hour

memo create a "real world" environment. The memo simulates a job

assignment a student might receive if he or she were working in a

Washington D.C. legislative or administrative office. The student

must not only investigate completely the policy issue itself, but also

understand the perspective of the policy maker, effectively isolate

key issues, and produce a well researched and well written position

paper. Memo topics, each in the form of a question, are handed out

by mid-afternoon on Thursday. Research begins almost immediately

in the Public Documents and Maps Department.

From Thursday until Saturday morning the Documents Room is

transformed into the forty-eight hour memo laboratory. Armed with

1
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advance copies of the questions, the Public Documents staff is ready

to direct the students to pertinent resources. Although the currency

of the topics puts a premium on the electronic resources, the range

of issues the assignment covers ensures that the Public Policy 304

students will explore most of the Public Documents collection.

The Documents Room has also been turned into a learning labo-

ratory for students in "Organizations and Global Competitiveness," a

course offered by the Sociology Department. Attention focuses on

the organizational dynamics of selected global industries, such as

textiles and apparel, footwear, automobiles, electronics, and retail-

ing, and on the competetive strategies of the industries' leading

firms.

Students trace the growth in imports in a U.S. market for certain

products as a measure of globalization, or they trace patterns of

global competition by finding total exports for one product. The

inconsistency over time of U.S. import data adds difficulty to the

assignment. The students also face the challenge of using resources

in several formats, paper, microfiche, online, and CD-ROM, in assem-

bling necessary data.

Students receive assistance from the Documents staff in the form

of a bibliography, group instruction, and individual consultation. The

individual consultations were available to students who needed to

extract import/export data from CD-ROM databases. Documents

staff also made pertinent resources more readily available by setting

up a special holding area for them in the department.

Who Else Uses
Public Documents?

The faculty and students of the Political Science Department are

also heavy users of the public documents and maps collection. Each

semester brings its demands, but an election year presents a special

challenge for both the library's staff and political science students.

Courses on campaigns and elections introduce students to voting

and elections in the United States. Students are immersed in presi-

dential nomination and election procedures, characteristics of the

American electorate, and theories of voting behavior in presidential

and congressional elections. The challenge for the students is to

determine ond refine the direction of their study projects and then to

gather supporting data. The challenge for the librarian is to create

and present to students a coherent strategy for research that takes

into account the array of resources available in the documents collec-

tion.

s p e c i a

To better meet that challenge, the documents staff this year has

begun to customize services for these classes. For two political sci-

ence courses in which students are required to research current con-

gressional races, Federal Documents Librarian Ann Miller designed

pathfinder web pages. The web pages identify the subject headings

where pertinent titles will be listed in the library's online catalog and

list specific print reference sources available in the library as well as

electronic reference sources accessible in the library and campus-

wide. Included with the electronic sources are Internet links.

Working with students in class sessions, librarians describe and

demonstrate a variety of materials that give background information

about current campaigns. Librarians also teach students how to eval-

uate the quality of resources, whether they are printed reference

books, CD-ROM indexes, online databases, or sites on the World

Wide Web.

Before recommending sets of hypertext links in the web pages

created for the two political science classes, librarians evaluated each

site as rigorously as they do books being added to the collection in

the department. Sites such as the nonpartisan "Project Vote Smart"

and the Federal Election Commission site are sources of information

for class assignments as well as the students' individual participation

in the political process as American voters. This dual nature, applica-

bility for research and "real world," is characteristic of the public

documents collection.

Engineering students demonstrate this principle in another way.

Mechanical engineering students are interested in product liability,

regulations, and inventions and patents as they relate to various

products. Each year the Documents staff does a class presentation for

the students to introduce the Federal documents that will meet the

students' needs.

The Federal Government
Is
of the Story

The Public Documents and Maps Department offers the Duke

community much more than Federal documents and related informa-

tion. A course on the problems of state government and politics

requires that students become knowledgeable about the affairs of

one state. The state's constitution, legislative and executive branches,

and courts all come under scrutiny as do the education system,

crime, welfare, health and the environment. Out of this close and

thorough examination comes a 20-page paper evaluating the quality

of the state's government. Still another course explores the subject of

creativity and state government. It has become customary for the



customize

popular professors of the course, Terry Sanford and Richard Leach,

to schedule a class visit to the Public Documents and Maps

Department.

During the class's session in the department, librarians instruct

students in the use of a mix of print and electronic resources.

Professors Sanford and Leach comment on the ways in which stu-

dents have previously used the resources and draw attention to

materials of special interest.

Particularly close cooperation between the classroom and the

documents department was sparked by "Resource and

Environmental Policy," a joint offering of the School of the

Environment and Public Policy. The students needed general environ-

mental policy information as well as the text of laws and regulations.

As one strategy for informing students about pertinent resources,

documents librarians created a web page especially for the class. The

web page and two sessions of classroom instruction from librarians

were an instant hit. Professor Douglas Lober reported that the class

unanimously agreed on the quality and usefulness of the biblio-

graphic instruction. He also declared the web page an outstanding

effort. Professor Lober commented, "It is this sort of effort which has

resulted in the library and Duke University becoming an educational

and research leader."

Many of the students enrolled in "Resource and Environmental

Policy" were studying international environmental issues. The United

Nations and its related agencies issue documents on the environmen-

tal impact of economic development. The department's maps section

provided students with maps of countries such as Brazil that students

used to locate and evaluate development sites.

The international collections in the Public Documents department

support not only the research of Duke faculty and students, but resi-

dents of the local community as well. Local high school students who

are participating in the Model U.N. program come to the department

to learn about the countries they are representing and the issues that

are of chief importance in those countries. Students must explore the

activities of the United Nations, read speeches given by ambas-

sadors, and track a country's voting pattern in the General Assembly.

For some of these high school students, the visit to a university

library is a daunting experience. There is so much here! How do we

know what to use? Staff members allay the anxiety, guiding and

instructing the students in the use of the collection. This first intro-

duction to government documents also teaches the students strate-

gies and presents resources that will be useful to them as college stu-

dents.

The Public Documents and Maps Department, by the nature of

its mission, serves up "real world" information. Economic data, leg-

islative materials, Federal and international documents open a win-

dow into the governments and agencies whose activities have univer-

sal impcct. Through classroom instruction, printed finding aids, web

pages, and personal assistance, the Public Documents staff ensures

that students, faculty, and the general public successfully navigate

the two million-item documents and maps collection.

Ann Miller

Lauren Sapp

Public Documents and Maps
Department

Here are the addresses of some sites related to this article:

The Public Documents and Maps Homepage

http://www.lib.duke.edu/pubdocs.html

Project Vote Smart

http://www.vote-smart.org/

The Federal Election (ommission site

http://www.fec.gov/

Duke law student

browses in

microfiche files

in the Public

Documents and

Maps Department
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...I hod a loyal and

communicative dog; the

large array oi wild

birds, reptiles and mammals

that were available in a

small suburban forest;

and I had my burgeoning

imagination.

SUMMER VACATION
The peak of my summer memories comes from far back—the endless hushed summers of

the late 1930s and forties, especially those years when we lived in the country or when I spent

slowed-down indolent weeks with relatives in a country village. It was one of the numerous

forms of grace that I experienced from a by-no-means highly educated mother and father—

I

had no siblings until I was eight; and when play time came, they wisely left me alone.

Apparently they assumed that, with a normal child's brain and a few inexpensive books and

toys, I could make my own world and my own life in it. A loving child, I rewarded them by

doing so.

It was both a solitary and an elaborately companioned venture. Instead of human play-

mates my age, I had a loyal and communicative dog; the large array of wild birds, reptiles and

mammals that were available in a small suburban forest; and I had my burgeoning imagina-

tion. On a narrow base of stories I'd read in The Boy's King Arthur, in Treasure Island and a Bible-

story book, in the Tarzan and Indian movies I'd seen, every clear day I staged with keen

appetite tales of danger and ultimate rescue in which—almost always—I played all roles. And

no memory surpasses the moment when at the age of five or six, in the midst of being an

Indian alone with my hunting knife, I plunged that knife into the bark of a pine tree, suddenly

bit the iron blade and waited—as I'd seen Tonto do—for the sound of buffalo in the earth.

What came instead was a flooding wordless realization that I was not now, nor never would

be, truly alone—that this whole visible and invisible world around me was a single vast teem-

ing organism of which I was a young and slender but important part. I didn't know for years

that such genuinely valid mystic experiences are not uncommon among children who're given

half a chance at meaningful silence.

Not that I avoided the company of my contemporaries. During the school year, on our huge

playground, I ran with them in almost excessive delight. And sometimes in the summers, one

of my classmates or my cousins Marcia and Pat would come out and join me for more thickly

populated outdoor theatricals. The memories of those happy times are as strong as my memo-

ries of solitude, but I think I know that the solitary hours were far more valuable as prepara-

tion for the typical human future I'd get—with prodigious highs and lows.

In the students I teach at a first-rate university today, I notice the triumph of a disturbing

herd mentality or at least a tribal compulsion: a puerile form of totemism sustained by

appallingly large doses of alcohol and potentially lethal sexual buccaneering (male and

female). When I contemplate that near-paralyzing addiction to company and the fear of soli-

tude that drives so many Americans today, I feel hugely grateful for the thousands of solitary

summer days in my childhood.

So often, as at the recent arrest of the Unabomber suspect, we're told that such and such a

monster adult was a "loner" as a child. "Lonerism" is unAmerican. So I should probably not

claim to be the Republic's sanest asset; but God knows, I thank my parents and my early fate

for those summer-vacation years as a single child, alone as a hawk in the broadest sky to make

my world in the sun and the richly inhabited greenery, woods that were as wild to me as the

heart of the Congo and have proven at least as instructive in the rules of existence as any other

hours I've spent in a crowded life.

Reynolds Price is James B. Duke Professor of English

at Duke University.
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE LIBRARY ANNUAL FUND, THE FRIENDS BOOK FUND,
AND LIBRARY ENDOWMENT FUNDS PROVIDE SIGNIFICANT SUPPORT FOR THE

COLLECTIONS AND SERVICES OF THE DUKE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, AUGMENTING
UNIVERSITY FUNDING. HOWEVER, WE RECOGNIZE THAT OCCASIONALLY

DONORS ENJOY DESIGNATING A GIFT FOR SOMETHING TANGIBLE.

SO, WE ASKED THE LIBRARY STAFF, "IF YOUR DEPARTMENT COULD HAVE ANYTHING
COSTING FROM $125 TO $ 1 500, WHAT WOULD IT BE?" THEIR VARIED RESPONSES
FOLLOW. IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO MAKE A TAX-DEDUCTIBLE DONATION FOR THE PUR-

CHASE OF ANY ITEM ON THE WISH LIST, PLEASE SEND A CHECK MADE PAYABLE TO
DUKE UNIVERSITY. ADDRESS YOUR CORRESPONDENCE TO FRIENDS OF DUKE
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, BOX 90197, DURHAM, NC 27708-0197.

BIOLOGICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
LIBRARY

Six two-drawer steel microfiche files to house microfiche replacements of

printed U.S. Forest Service documents. Replacing the paper documents with

microfiche will free severely limited shelf space in the library's stacks for

other uses.

Cost: $325

CATALOGING

A locking cabinet in which to store CDs and other recordings while they're

awaiting cataloging. The Pre-Cataloging Processing Team handles about 150

CDs and recordings each month.

Cost: $200

Desk copies of geographic dictionaries and dictionaries of foreign languages to

be distributed around the cataloging section. Catalogers refer to dictionaries

as they create records and prepare newly acquired materials for use. Having

dictionaries readily at hand would increase cataloging efficiency.

Cost: $250

CHEMISTRY LIBRARY

Countertop display racks for the storing and dispensing of help sheets, flyers,

brochures and other small handouts. These items are made available to facili-

tate student and faculty use of library materials, especially electronic

resources.

Cost: $1 25

CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT
For use at the Circulation Desk, a cash register. A new cash register with

enough buttons to record all of the categories of monies Circulation collects

would simplify bookkeeping and ensure better control of incoming funds.

Cost: $600



For stacks maintenance, ergonomic book trucks. Ergonomic book trucks speed

the shelving process because the book spines are clearly visible to the shelver

and the books are easier to reach. The ergonomic trucks roll more freely than

traditional book trucks, putting less stress on the backs of shelvers.

Cost: $325/truck ( 12 trucks are needed)

LILLY LIBRARY

Surveying the First Decade: Video Art and Alternative Media in the U.S., seven-

teen hours of historic experimental and independent video from 1968-1980

selected from the work of fifty artists. Surveying the First Decade showcases

pioneer media experiments, revealing how they successfully voiced alterna-

tive political and cultural ideas, which were omitted from mainstream broad-

casts of the time. Surveying the First Decade would support Duke courses in art

history, film and video studies, documentary studies, literature, political sci-

ence and popular culture.

Cost: $1 100

For the Lilly reference collection, Modern Women Writers. This four-volume set

provides biographical and critical information about more than 500 writers.

Cost: $400

The art bibliographer requests the following titles:

Leonardo da Vinci. Libro di Pittura (Treatises on Painting). Facsimile edition.

1995. A two-volume facsimile of da Vinci's most famous manuscript. Volume

one is a color illustrated discussion of the manuscript. Volume two is a photo-

exact copy of every page of the book. The combination of scholarly commen-

tary and reproduction of text makes this title an invaluable tool for the

Renaissance scholar, the connoisseur, and the interested undergraduate.

Cost: $1 1 50

Bildkatalog der Skulpturen des Vatikanischen Museums (Picture Catalog of the

Sculpture of the Vatican Museum). 1995. An illustrated catalog of one of the

world's most famous collections of ancient sculpture. This three-volume set is

the new pictorial accompaniment to the text volumes that Duke already owns

(published in 1901 and 1903). A rich study source for both advanced scholars

and students just discovering classical sculpture.

Cost: $646

MUSIC LIBRARY

An audio compact disc recorder. ..Yes, it is now possible to record onto CD's!

Being able to create customized compact discs would open many new oppor-

tunities for faculty and students who use music in the classroom for lectures

and presentations and for reserves in the library. Having an audio compact

disc recorder in the Music Media Center would place Duke at the forefront of

technological application in an academic setting.

Cost: $1 500
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A custom shelving unit for storing and displaying the growing number of

music dissertations owned by the Music Library. The scholarly significance of

the dissertations and the pride the library takes in them argue for adequate

and appropriate housing.

Cost: $750

NEWSPAPERS/MICROFORMS
Chairs for the newspaper and microforms reading rooms. These popular read-

ing rooms are the daily destination of faculty, students, and university staff.

Cost: $125/chair (46 are needed)

Hanging folders for storing 110 currently received newspapers. The hanging

folders keep the newspapers in better order, making it easier to find specific

issues.

Cost: $1500 for 1 10 hanging folders

PHOTOSERVICES

A locking file cabinet. Such a cabinet would provide security for funds kept in

the department.

Cost: $225

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

A Logitech Color Page Scanner. This is a hands-free scanner that moves by

"crawling" across a document. The scanner is ideal for creating a digital

image of large maps as well as fragile materials. The digital image, stored in a

database or on a diskette, can then be printed in-house or transferred via the

Internet to a scholar almost any where in the world.

Cost: $350

Help protect the library's rare books. Special Collections could do a better job

of preservation with a new phase box maker for constructing customized

boxes for storing particularly fragile and valuable books and other materials.

Cost: $1 300

STAFF DEVELOPMENT
A scholarship to send a staff member to one of the Outward Bound School's

Management Development Centers to attend a week-long leadership training

program. Last year a gift from generous donors sent two staff members to

programs in Washington and C alifornia \\ ith excellent results!

Cost: $1500/person tuition (includes room and board)



DUKE WELCOMES ITS

NEW UNIVERSITY

LIBRARIAN!

David S. Ferriero, Duke

University's new university

librarian and vice provost for

library affairs, assumed his

responsibilities on October 1.

Ferriero comes from the

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology where he was an

associate director in the library

system. He was selected for the

Duke position from a field of

more than sixty candidates dur-

ing a seven-month national

search.

Ferriero earned his B.A. and

M A. in English literature from

Northeastern University and his

M.S. from the Simmons

Graduate School of Library and

Information Science. He served

during the Vietnam War as a

Navy hospital corpsman. Since

1 965 Ferriero has held various

posts with the M.l.T. Libraries.

In announcing the appoint-

ment, Provost John Strohbehn

said, "The information revolu-

tion combined with the escalat-

ing costs of resource materials

present real opportunities for

innovation in how scholars,

researchers and students access

and retrieve materials. David

[Ferriero] understands these

issues and especially appreciates

the importance of working with

library users from across the

campus to develop systems that

meet their needs."

Professor Alex Roland,

chairman of the committee of

faculty, students, librarians and

library advisory board members

who recommended Ferriero to

the provost and President

Nannerl Keohane, described

Ferriero as one who is "clearly

ready for the challenge of lead-

ing the library at a major uni-

versity."

President Keohane echoed

Strohbehn's and Roland's com-

ments. "I am most pleased that

David Ferriero will be joining us

at Duke. He understands that, if

the faculty is the heart of the

university, the library is its soul.

He impressed everyone [during

the interview process] with the

thoughtful ways he approaches

complex issues and his strong

commitment of service to the

library users, students and facul-

ty, scholars and researchers. We

look forward to welcoming him

to Duke."

From the Duke

News Service

FRIENDS

INAUGURATE FACULTY

LECTURE SERIES

The Friends of the Library

have inaugurated a program

series entitled "Engaging

Faculty." With the series the

Friends seek to bring faculty,

students, and Triangle residents

to a forum that will encourage

the exchange of ideas.

President Nannerl Keohane

has endorsed the series. In a

statement the president said,

"Sharing new ideas and discov-

eries is vital to the health of a

university community. As it

launches its new 'Engaging

Faculty Series, 'the Friends of

the Library is encouraging the

kinds of informed, interdisci-

plinary conversations

that benefit everyone, from

students, faculty members,

administrators, and staff to peo-

ple beyond Duke's walls."

Friends chair Bridget Booher

adds, "We're trying to stimulate

interdisciplinary conversations.

Faculty members don't have

many occasions to interact with

experts outside of their own dis-

ciplines. It's also uncommon for

people in the larger community

to sit down with researchers and

learn about their work."

Zoologist Steven Vogel

launched the series on

September 26 when he spoke to

an enthusiastic audience about

human attempts—successful

and failed—to mimic nature's

designs. Professor Vogel has

CD
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Karla Holloway

Exhibits
IN THE PERKINS LIBRARY GALLERY

October 1 -November 1 4

What We Brought With Us:

Mementos of the Flight From Furope I 933- I 950

November 1 S-January 1 5

Doctors of Medicine:

Illustrating the Social History of the Profession

February

In Celebration of Black History Month:

A Civil Rights Reappraisal

March-April

Golden Leaf/Evil Weed:

Promoting Tobacco Use and Warning Against It,

1496-1996

found that fewer than a dozen

human designs are effective

parallels of nature. The

lecture/slide show was drawn

from his book, The Mechanical

Designs of Nature and People,

which will be published in 1997.

Vogel was the first of four facul-

ty scheduled to speak during the

1996/97 academic year.

The second speaker in the

series will be Karla Holloway,

professor of English and director

of Duke's African and Afro-

American Studies program.

Professor Holloway will also

speak on the subject of a forth-

coming book, Passed On: African

American Mourning Stories.

Holloway's book explores the rit-

uals and ceremonies of death

and dying in the African

American culture. The event

takes place on Thursday, October

31, from 4:30 to 6:00 p.m. in

the Biddle Rare Book Room,

Perkins Library.

The spring programs of the

"Engaging Faculty" series will

feature Professor of History

Claudia Koonz speaking on

February 13 and Dean William

Chafe, who will speak on April 3.

GRANT TO LIBRARY

ADVANCES INTERNET

PROJECT

Duke's Special Collections

Library has received a software

grant from Electronic Book

Technologies, Inc. (EBT), of

Providence, Rhode Island. The

grant, valued at SI 80,000, has

provided a suite of DynaText

and DynaWeb software tools,

which will enable the Special

Collections Library to transmit

over the Internet detailed infor-

mation about its manuscript and

archival holdings.

EBT is one of the leading

companies in the field of soft-

ware support for Standard

Generalized Markup Language,

an international standard for

text encoding. EBT initiated its

Higher Education Grant Program

in order to make its software

more widely available to univer-

sities and research libraries as

they work toward offering better

and more dynamic access to

information on the Internet.

DUNLAP ENDOWMENT

TO BENEFIT LIBRARY

STAFF

Connie Dunlap has estab-

lished the Robert B. and Connie

Dunlap Endowment Fund for the

support of the Duke Library.

Mrs. Dunlap created the fund in

memory of her husband, Robert

Bruce Dunlap, for the benefit of

the library staff. Income from

the fund will be used for staff

development and staff atten-

dance at continuing library edu-

cation meetings and special

workshops. Financial assistance

will be available to all levels of

the library staff, professional

and support, and is intended

especially to encourage young

staff to participate in the various

library associations and in con-

tinuing library education.

Mrs. Dunlap was Duke's

University Librarian from 1975

to 1980. She assumed her posi-

tion at Duke at the beginning of

a period of tremendous change

in library operations that was

precipitated by developments in

technology. Sensitive to the

demands and stress the rapid

change placed on library staff,

Mrs. Dunlap encouraged and

supported individual staff devel-

opment as well as staff partici-

pation in professional organiza-

tions. The Robert B. and Connie

Dunlap Endowment Fund

addresses in a tangible way the

pressures that the library and its

staff face in staying current with

developments in librarianship.

Mrs. Dunlap's generosity will

assist library staff in meeting the

challenges of the present and

the future.

McCUTCHEN GIFT

ANNOUNCED

Renie and Bill McCutchen

(W'62 and '62) have made a

Capital Campaign leadership gift

that will provide funding to out-

fit a training room in Perkins

Library. The training room will
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be used for library orientation

classes, bibliographic instruction,

and staff training.

The Perkins Reference and

Public Documents departments

offered 1 1 1 bibliographic

instruction sessions during the

1995/96 academic year. All of

the sessions involved the intro-

duction of technology-based

resources, but, because of the

lack of appropriate facilities, not

all of the sessions could be

hands-on demonstrations. The

training room made possible by

Renie and Bill McCutchen's gift

will result in more effective

library instruction for students

and faculty.

In addition, the training

room will enhance staff continu-

ing education in the emerging

technology that is central to the

library's internal operations. In

1996/97 the library's staff edu-

cation program will include three

to six technology-oriented core

courses monthly plus thirteen

elective courses spaced through

the year.

KEN FEW

REMEMBERED

Library Advisory Board

member Kendrick S. Few died on

July 27 in Durham. A charter

member of the Board, Ken was

beloved by his fellow members.

His dry wit, warmth, and pro-

found knowledge of Duke

marked every meeting and

social encounter at which he was

present.

Ken Few was widely recog-

nized as an expert in opinion

Ken Few

and attitude research for

American business. His career

began in 1 946 when he joined

Opinion Research Corporation of

Princeton, New Jersey, where he

remained for over 28 years. In

the 1950s Ken was the leading

expert in the development of

what became the Opinion

Research Corporate Image

Measurement Service, a series of

biennial studies which have been

conducted in all the years since.

At the time he left Opinion

Research Corporation, he was

senior vice president and a

member of the Board of

Directors. From 1974 to 1978

he was chairman and a principal

owner of Benson & Benson, one

of the country's oldest and most

respected research firms.

Last spring the Library

Advisory Board in cooperation

with the Library honored Ken

Few for his many contributions

to the Duke Library. In perpetual

recognition and as a token of

gratitude, a room in the Lilly

Library now bears the designa-

tion, the Kendrick S. Few Room.

Letlicia Gregory, the

1995/96 winner of the Gothic

Bookshop/Friends of the Library

Essay Contest, was identified in

the spring issue of Duke

University Libraries as a 1 996

Trinity graduate. Ms. Gregory, a

Civil Engineering major, is an

alumna of the School of

Engineering. We regret the

error.

Letticia Gregory
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V* FORGING ELECTRONIC LINKS

IN COOPERATION

CD

CD he Triangle Research Libraries Indexing by title word and author keywords

Network (TRLN) is nationally allows users to search the database for particular

known as a pioneer in library topics. Author abstracts provide researchers

cooperation. For almost fifty additional information about each article,

years the libraries of Duke Current Contents is updated weekly in seven

University, the University of multi-disciplinary databases. These are Life

North Carolina at Chapel Hill Sciences; Physical, Chemical, & Earth Sciences;

and North

Carolina State University

have made cooperative pur-

chases of expensive printed

collections and have made

agreements defining areas for

specific or intensive focus in

collection development.

Recently, TRLN members,

joined by their new partner

North Carolina Central

University, took another pio-

neering step. TRLN members

shared in the purchase and

installation of an electronic

database. Current Contents,

produced by the Institute of

Scientific Information, is now

available electronically on all

four campuses.

Current Contents is a

table-of-contents database that

indexes approximately 7,000

Current Contents is a

table-of-contents database that

indexes approximately 7,000 scholarly

journals. These journals, selected by

specialists for inclusion in the

database, offer international,

multi-language, and multi-disciplinary

coverage.

Agriculture, Biology &
Environmental Sciences; Clinical

Medicine; Engineering,

Computing & Technology; Social

& Behavioral Sciences; and Arts

& Humanities. While Perkins

Library subscribed previously

to some of the print editions of

this index, until now, only the

Medical Library has had elec-

tronic access to the five science

editions.

The more than $100,000

price for the seven editions of

this weekly service made
Current Contents an obvious

candidate for cooperative pur-

chase. However, in the acquisi-

tion of an electronic resource,

cooperation extends beyond

the initial purchase. The elec-

tronic Current Contents file is

"licensed" to the purchaser. Its

scholarly journals. These journals, selected by receipt is preceded by legal documents outlin-

specialists for inclusion in the database, offer ing restrictions and limitations to the use of the

international, multi-language, and multi-disci- database. In the case of Current Contents, only

plinary coverage. Faculty and students browse students and faculty affiliated with the TRLN

the database to review the contents pages of member institutions are permitted access. Each

publications that are relevant to their interests, institution reviewed and agreed to the terms of

2? The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill



the license before the sale could be concluded. Contents lays the groundwork for subsequent

After the purchase of Current Contents had joint endeavors in database acquisition. Based

been negotiated satisfactorily, TRLN faced the per- on knowledge it now has, TRLN will stream-

haps greater challenge of providing the connectivity line the license review process in future ven-

and appropriate search software to the databases, hires. The equity in the division of cost of the

The Current Conte>its database is

sold without software for search-

ing the files. The database has

been tape loaded onto a server at

NC State University and is

"served up" using SilverPlarter's

ERL software. Each TRLN institu-

tion is experimenting with the

best method for connecting to and

using Current Contents. Duke is

providing a link from the library'

s web page as well as experiment-

ing with connections through the

online catalog gateway. The Duke

Medical Library is continuing to

use their Ovid gateway software.

Connectivity was not

the only obstacle to getting

Current Contents up and run-

ning. There was also the diffi-

culty of mapping the file's

data elements to the search

software to ensure proper

search responses while also

determining function keys for

a variety of connecting termi-

Connectivity was not the only

obstacle to getting Current

Contents up and running.

There was also the difficulty of

mapping the file's data elements to the

search software to ensure proper

search responses while also determin-

ing function keys for a variety of

connecting terminals.

project among the TRLN
members is being evaluated

with statistics of the

database's use on the four

campuses. An assessment of

the impact on local staffing for

database maintenance will

determine the relative merits

of locally loaded versus

remotely stored files. In a rota-

tion of responsibilities, Duke

will load the next database on

its server.

As the price for electronic

information continues to esca-

late even as more resources

become available electronical-

ly, other academic libraries, as

well as state-wide consortia,

are investigating sharing

expenses along with access.

With an authority earned in

the successful acquisition and

installation of the Current

Contents database, the TRLN
libraries will now join with

nals. Finally, because license agreements other institutions to develop standards for the

require the restriction of access to the TRLN cooperative purchase of electronic information,

campus populations, an additional software

link for security validations was instituted to JeriVanGoethem
screen authorized users. Acquisitions/Serials Department

The experience TRLN is gaining with the

purchase, installation, and operation of Current

North Carolina Central Universmuiui v*giiuumci v^nucu umivci

StateRHfefelJflJ
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TO THE ENTIRE

UNIVERSITY!

Donations to the library's Annual Fund are part of the Duke Annual Fund and will be included in alumni class gift totals.

< 3 Bibliophile (also President's Council) $ 10,000

O Benefactor (also Few Associates) $5,000

J Sponsor

(also Washington Duke Club and City Lights Society) $ 1,000

O Patron (also Dean's Club) $ 500

O Sustainer $100

( 3 Other $

The recognition designations (Bibliophile, etc.) also apply to gifts in the following categories:

3 The Friends of the Library Book Fund $

O Undesignated Support for Friends' Activities $

O Endowment runncd below $

Please writi nami of Endowment here

O Payment enclosed. Incase make check payable to Duke University.

O Charge to my credit card. (Master Card /Visa /American Express)

The generosity of donors

enriches both the Library

and the University.

5 3 My employer will match this gift. Please enclose employer's matching gift form.

O I have included the Duke Library in my will.

O I would like information about making a bequest to the Duke Library

Please send this form (or a copy) with your contribution to the

Duke University Library, Box 90197, Durham, NC 27708-0197
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Hill BE OH DISPlflY IN THE PERKINS LlBRHRV EXHIBIT GflllERY

Mhrch Hprii 25. The exhibit win ferture mhterirls from

the Special Collections Iibrrry rno other components of

the Perkins Iibrbry System. In online version of the exhibit

imiKE.EDu/.

hen it came to smoking, my father was a

triple threat. All day at work, selling build-

ing materials in Charlotte in the 1940s, '50s

and '60s, he smoked Heine's Blend in his

well-worn and savory brown pipe. Before

dinner with his cocktail, he would engulf the

kitchen and living room with the smoke

from his pack of Winstons, the taste-good

cigarette. Then in the evenings and as he worked

around the yard on the weekends, he chewed and

puffed at his trademark cigars—Dutch Masters,

which he bought with care, proudly and mysteriously able to distinguish the fresh from the stale, even

through the wrappers.

Smoking lent a pleasant aura to my father's persona. His pipe gave him a relaxed, confi-

dent, and slightly playful air—and the cherry-sweet smell of it was comforting and cheering.

The stories about his cigars are retold whenever he is remembered, which is often. He puffed

away, for instance, as he walked to mass each

Sunday morning, temporarily extinguishing his

stogy and "parking it" (as he would say) in a

bush beside the church door. He loved to find a

child to mystify after mass by reaching into the

cigar bush and plucking a ripe one, ready for

(re-)lighting. His was truly a world where tobac-

co products were unquestioned common ele-

ments of everyday life.

When my father died of cancer of the

pharynx in 1977, no one said much about the

all-too-obvious connection between his charm-

ing habit and his gruesome death.

Will Price died of lung cancer at age 54 in

Raleigh in 1954. As his son Reynolds notes in his

1989 memoir, Clear Pictures, if the elder Price

had lived in a different era, when the dangers of

tobacco use were more widely discussed, his life

might have been much longer and his death

kinder.

At the end of the century, we are luckier.

Debates about tobacco swirl around us like

m. rot
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smoke from Santa's pipe. What is the exact

connection between smoking and cancer?

How much should the government limit

tobacco advertising? How can smoking by

young people be discouraged? How danger-

ous is secondhand smoke? What about the

future of tobacco farmers and tobacco facto-

ry workers? Should we allow tobacco

exports to developing countries where the

percentage of adults who smoke is growing

(as it is among U.S. teenagers)? Have the big

tobacco companies covered up evidence and

pumped up nicotine? What, if anything, do

the companies owe to the families of victims

like Will Price and my father who used their

products, urged on by their seductive adver-

tising? Are there really ways in which

"cigarettes are sublime," as Richard Kline

argues in his recent provocative book by that

name?

Those caught up in these current debates

—

all of us, certainly—may be unaware that

before the years of our fathers, before, that

is, the tobacco-triumphant decades of the

1930s and '40s and '50s, tobacco debates raged over a wide range of issues for centuries. Knowing

something about those earlier debates might inform our current discussions and give them some

historical context, never a bad thing if the intent is to remain civil and good-humored. This essay

and its associated exhibits are offerings to this end.

lAiiiini'
There is no evidence of any debate over tobacco during the first several thousand years of

its use by human beings. Native Americans in both northern and southern hemispheres used it

widely and respected it greatly. It was considered sacred in many quarters, used in various

shamanistic ceremonies and as an offering to the spirits to promote healing. Christopher

Columbus was given tobacco leaves as a gift by Native Americans he encountered in 1492, and

within ten years or so, the Spanish began to appreciate its attractive properties and to recognize

its economic possibilities. Between 1500 and 1570, tobacco was increasingly used by Europeans as

an herbal therapy capable, it was claimed, of curing a wide range of diseases. In 1571 Nicolas

Monardes, physician of Seville, published Joyfull Newes out of the Newe Founde World, in which he

summarized the amazing curative properties of the plant, claiming that it was effective against

everything from toothache to (yes) cancer. In some European circles tobacco rose to the status of a

panacea.

There were, however, those in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries who contended with

this appreciative view. Best known of the anti-tobacco publications of this period is A

Counterblaste Against Tobacco, published by King James I of England in 1604. James argued, in the
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medical paradigm of the day, that tobacco did not have the beneficial humoral effects

claimed by its proponents and that it certainly was no panacea. He also attacked it on aes-

thetic grounds as "a vile and stinking custome..loathsome to the eye, hatefull to the nose,

harmeful to the brain, dangerous to the Lungs, and in the Blacke stinking fume thereof,

nearest resembling the horrible Stigian smoke of the pit that is bottomlesse." The author

of the anonymous 1602 Work for Chininey-Siveepers; or, A Warning for Tobacconists, argued

that tobacco deformed human sperm, induced lethargy, and led to the depths of melan-

choly. And, in 1665, Simon Paulli advocated renaming the plant "Herba Insana" and

destroying all traces of it. The reputation of tobacco as a wonderful cure-all was fading

during the course of the seventeenth century.

There were also theological and other church-related debates about tobacco in the

seventeenth century. Some, like James I, argued that since use of the plant originated with

the godless heathen, it must be the work of the devil. Others, among them the physician

Leonardo Fioravanti, countered that something with so many advantageous qualities

must be of divine origin. In a more practical vein, some argued that tobacco use should

be halted in churches since it befouled them so badly, and that priests should especially

avoid it since they might infest the Blessed Sacrament with its noxious smoke and smell.

Popes Innocent X and Urban VIII excommunicated smokers. Pro-tobacco forces won out, howev-

er, with some later popes becoming tobacco addicts and Benedict XIII promulgating freedom of

snuff use in the Vatican in 1725. Pope Pius VI even opened his own tobacco factory in 1779.

Priests, it was argued, should be allowed use of the weed to assuage the passions that sometimes

threatened their vows of celibacy.

Beginning with John Rolfe in

the 1610s, tobacco commerce in

the New World made many
colonists rich, and Virginia minis-

ters are said to have delivered ser-

mons on the moral virtues of

proper curing. Some Puritan

divines, on the other hand, railed

against what they saw as a temp-

tation to adopt pleasure-seeking

habits of the troublesome natives.

Tobacco use grew during the

American Revolution, as it would

during all wars to come, with

troops on both sides chewing,

sniffing, and smoking it to reduce

stress. In 1798, Benjamin Rush, the

eminent Philadelphia physician,

published the first serious

American tobacco tract, arguing

that the habitual use of tobacco

leads to problems with mouth,

stomach, and nervous system.

Like many physicians to follow, he

also saw moral difficulties, citing

uncleanliness, idleness, and an

association with alcohol use.

HALTED IN CHURCHES SINCE

SINCE FHEY MIGHT INFEST THE BLESSED
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These were the terms of the tobacco debate through the end of the eighteenth century. New
grounds for discussion became available soon afterwards when advances in laboratory tech-

niques allowed for more detailed chemical analyses of tobacco and the isolation of nicotine in

1828. These developments spurred an ongoing debate in scientific journals, particularly The Lancet

and The British Medical journal, with some stressing reputed therapeutic effects of nico-

tine, including its power to assuage hemorrhoidal bleeding via tobacco enemas!

1 I HEN IHE
Others noted tobacco's disinfectant and prophylactic properties, reinforcing the popu-

lar belief that tobacco killed germs. (Nicotine was, after all, determined to be highly

poisonous.) Those who found scientific evidence for an anti-nicotinic position includ-

ed John Lizars, a Scottish physician. He listed many ailments deriving from tobacco

use, including vomiting, diarrhea, and congestion of the brain. He also was perhaps

the first to suggest that tobacco use was in itself a disease.

The United States saw various efforts to combat tobacco use in the antebellum

period. A group of educators, clergymen, doctors, and others, including P.T Barnum,

joined together to fight the habit, and the Anti-Tobacco Journal began publication in

1857. John Hartwell Cocke, co-founder of the University of Virginia, distributed anti-

tobacco literature, awarded anti-tobacco medals to young boys, and published a tract

titled Tobacco: The Bane of Virginia Husbandry. The Reverend George Trask of Boston

fllCTORIES THERE PRODUCED addressed a plea to youth in his 1852 Thoughts and Stories for American Lads; or Uncle

Toby's Anti-Tobacco Advice to his Nephew Billy Bruce. Orson S. Fowler, a phrenologist

and eugenics expert, warned that tobacco loosened sexual morals: "No man can be

virtuous as a companion who eats tobacco: for although he may not violate the sev-

enth commandment, yet the feverish state of the system which it produces necessarily

causes a craving and lustful exercise of amativeness....You, who would be pure in

your love-instinct, cast this sensualizing fire from you."

New York City, even then the nation's leader in contention and innovation, became

a particular center for the tobacco debate before the Civil War. Factories there pro-

|f[
duced cigars, chewing tobacco, and snuff that began to be marketed with alluring

names like "The People's Choice," "Daniel Webster," and "Cherry Ripe." These efforts

WEBSTER RNO CHERRY RlPE

were countered by prominent opponents like Horace Greeley, publisher of the New

York Tribune, who popularized the description of the cigar as "a fire at one end and a

fool at the other." But the anti-tobacco campaign lost momentum as the 1850s pro-

gressed, overshadowed by the anti-slavery movement among other social issues. Dr.

R. T. Trail was aghast that children as young as three were smoking on the streets of New York,

and he noted even that "Some of the ladies of this refined and fashion-forming metropolis are

aping the silly ways of some pseudo-accomplished foreigners, in smoking Tobacco through a

weaker and more feminine article, which has been delicately denominated cigarette." And anoth-

er war soon predictably brought another boon to tobacco proponents.

In the years just following the Civil War, roll-your-own cigarettes were widely known, but

the manufactured variety was not much seen outside a few Northern cities. The early develop-

ment of the cigarette manufacturing industry in the 1870s and 1880s is often told around Durham

and Duke, since it eventually helped propel them both. It also stimulated a new and intense phase

in the tobacco debate. Using the bright leaf and burley varieties grown in Piedmont Virginia and

North Carolina, the Lewis and Ginter firm of Richmond became the early leader in this line, and

broke through to new popular notice at the American Centennial Exposition at Philadelphia in

1876. Five years later, the Lewis and Ginter brands had a most tenacious new competitor when



Duke of Durham cigarettes appeared under the leadership of a young James Buchanan Duke,

commonly known as "Buck." With help from the Bonsack cigarette-making machine on which he

gambled in 1883, Buck Duke began his meteoric rise to head of the tobacco monopoly which he

consolidated in 1890.

The cigarette manufacturers were innovators in their efforts to win adherents for tobacco,

particularly as delivered in cigarettes. They used bright packaging stiffened with cards depicting

attractive figures, from scantily-clad showgirls to rags-to-riches business successes. They offered

premiums inside the boxes as well as to dealers who would sell their products. Buck Duke pio-

neered saturation advertising of tobacco, plastering billboards, walls, and fences, advertising in

newspapers and magazines, sponsoring traveling roller-skating teams. The allure was there for all

ages, and, at least to some degree, to both genders.

i noinini
As cigarettes gained in popularity, resistance to their use developed in various spheres of

American life. Much of this opposition grew out of and was associated with movements aimed at

banning alcohol and reforming education. Lucy Page Gaston, perhaps the best known anti-tobac-

co reformer of the time, was active in the Women's Christian Temperance Union in Illinois before

shifting her attention in the 1890s. She was aggressive (some have called her the Carrie Nation of

the tobacco war) and persistent. She helped found the National Anti-Cigarette League, and

argued through it that cigarette smoking led to degeneracy and immorality. She claimed that

long-time smokers could be identified by what she

termed "cigarette face," and eventually observed it in

President Warren Harding.

Lucy Gaston and others, especially educators

and religious crusaders, were instrumental in estab-

lishing anti-cigarette leagues in schools all over the

country. Children were organized to wear pins,

march, and preach to their elders about the conse-

quences of smoking. Much emphasis was placed on

the dangers of smoking among boys, who were

warned that the habit would retard their mental and

physical development, that "with every breath of

cigarette smoke you inhale imbecility and exhale

manhood." Boys were especially vulnerable to

cigarettes because of the product's low price and

mild taste. Gaston claimed that the worst students

were those who secretly smoked and that her studies

showed that young smokers were likely to become

adult criminals. Churches, especially the Quakers

and the Methodists, joined the effort to keep kids off

tobacco.

Numerous famous Americans, among them

successful businessmen, joined the anti-tobacco

forces before World War I. Thomas Edison, for

instance, detested smoking and forbade it among his

workers on the job. He wrote to Henry Ford in 1914

that tobacco "has a violent action on the nerve cen-
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who enlisted in the war against the cigarette included John L. Sullivan,

AGS THEM DOWN Samuel Gompers, Booker T. Washington, and Ty Cobb.

Another tack of cigarette opponents involved using a narrow national-

ism to reinforce their arguments against tobacco. In the 1870s cigarettes

were attacked as alien, unlike the all-American cigar. A writer in Tlie New York Times in 1883 sug-

gested that "The decadence of Spain began when the Spaniards adopted cigarettes and if this per-

nicious practice obtains among adult Americans the ruin of the Republic is close at hand." Many
Midwesterners of the 1880s and '90s associated cigarettes with lower classes in Eastern cities who
were likely to be foreigners. John L. Sullivan complained that "It's the Dutchmen, Italians,

Russians, Turks, and Egyptians what smokes cigarettes, and they're no good anyhow."

Finally, physicians during this period presented new studies pointing up the maladies

brought on by smoking. Some of these studies argued, with little supporting controlled research,

that tobacco reduced intelligence, growth, and overall efficiency. Others concluded that tobacco

use was an addiction, which was termed tobaccomania or tobaccoism. Tobacco Amblyopia, a

weakening of vision effected by smoking, was alleged to be widespread, and tobacco heart, pneu-

monia, and tuberculosis were implicated. Medical studies before World War I lacked laboratory

evidence to support their claims, however, and physicians resorted (as they had for centuries) to

moral arguments or largely unsubstantiated physical allegations.

These various forms of attack had their effects. Tobacco use actually decreased between

1897 and 1901, though it began to climb thereafter. And state legislatures around the country

passed laws limiting trade in tobacco. In New York, for instance, it became illegal for those either

under sixteen or of the female gender to smoke in public. The sale of cigarettes was forbidden by

a 1907 Illinois statute. By 1909, twelve states had passed laws restricting tobacco use or trade in

some way.
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As might have been expected, the Great War may have given tobacco its greatest boost ever.

Troops on both sides during World War I seemed to take up a cigarette at every opportunity.

General Pershing told the nation, "You ask me what we need to win this war. I answer tobacco, as

much as bullets." Americans responded by sending millions of cigarettes to the front, through

agencies like the Red Cross, so that our troops could light up for free whenever they chose. The

cigarette began to take on a patriotic air, a development not lost on its promoters. Between 1914

and 1919 annual cigarette production tripled, from 18 to 54 billion.

Despite the war boom, for a while anti-smoking forces in the United States seemed

undaunted. The passage of the eighteenth amendment in 1919 provided new hope, and some

anti-liquor activists followed the great evangelist Billy Sunday in proclaiming, "Prohibition is

won; now for tobacco." Methodist temperance campaigner Clarence True Wilson, for example,

joined the indefatigable Lucy Gaston in contending that the tobacco companies had laced sol-

diers' cigarettes with dope. Miss Gaston was even emboldened to offer herself as an anti-tobacco

presidential candidate in 1924. And anti-cigarette leagues, especially those focused on dissuading

youth from smoking, continued to be active in the 1920s.

8



But as the twenties wore on, the tide was decisively turning toward tobacco use. Medical stud-

ies had never convincingly demonstrated a link between tobacco and serious health problems, and

physicians, when they spoke out against tobacco use, tended to continue to argue on moral rather

than physical grounds. (The fact that increasing numbers of them were smokers did not help their

cause.) State legislatures began repealing statutes limiting cigarette sales, and, when Kansas repealed

its anti-tobacco legislation in 1927, there were none left. In 1920 American adults smoked an average

of 610 cigarettes per year (2 each day); these numbers had doubled by 1930. Smoking rates would

continue to grow through and beyond the next world war.

Pro-tobacco forces, especially the tobacco companies themselves, rode and fueled this rise in

popularity. Advertising in the 1920s and 1930s emphasized such themes as manliness, the great out-

doors, and cigarette use by the famous, the glamorous,

and the successful, and even suggested that smoking pro-

motes good health. A new and culturally significant tactic

involved advancing smoking among women, who were

taking up the habit in great numbers. Chesterfield ads in

1927, for instance, featured a man smoking while a

woman, sensuously posed, pleaded, "Blow some my
way." Lucky Strike was promoted to women who were

increasingly conscious of their weight and figures: "Reach

for a Lucky instead of a sweet." Cigarettes became associ-

ated with the new, more independent and publicly active

woman of the 1920s and '30s.

With the anti-tobacco camp all but silenced, tobacco use

grew steadily in the United States, going through its usual

war-time surge during World War II. The debate would

finally revive in the 1950s with medical studies that

showed that smoking clearly contributes to lung, throat,

and other maladies, and it continues lively and loud

today. It is an important debate, one that might have

helped some of our fathers and mothers live quite a bit

longer. Perhaps an awareness of the arguments, strategies,

and prejudices that have informed and driven the contro-

versy over the centuries will help us conduct our phase of

it with a little less self-righteousness and a little more

good sense.

Tobacco m History: The Cultures
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hen I first read Susan Hathorn's

slim, unassuming,meticulously-

kept diary from the year 1855, I

couldn't believe what an

extraordinary document I held

in my hands as I sat in Duke's

Special Collections Library. I

think I knew immediately that I had

to write about it, for, from a fiction-

writer's point of view, Susan

Hathorn's real-life story had

everything—love, adventure,

romance, danger, sorrow

and separation—even, as a

finale, a birth. Susan

Hathorn's transformation

during that year was in

every way a passage as

remarkable as her actual

voyage, which fit the writ-

er's axiom that characters

must be significantly changed

by their experiences. Though

hers was a real-life love story,

Susan was spunky and atypical

enough to give her experiences an exoticism,

piquancy, and interest. Not the least important,

I was smitten with Susan Hathorn's passion for

reading—at one still point midway across the

Atlantic, she declared, "We should die of the

dumps if it weren't for books!"

It's frequently said that writers' best

work arises out of material they know intimate-

ly; this is often reduced to the commandment,

"Write about what you know." Though at the

outset I knew almost nothing about 19th centu-

ry maritime society, I did know and connect

strongly with the universals in this woman's

experience. My supposedly temporary shelving

of fiction projects to write A Bride's Passage

would end up as three years' immer-

sion in research, study, and writ-

ing, by which time I felt I knew

the Hathorns and Richmond,

Maine, almost as well as my
own family and home

town. Susan's story had

come to embody another

writers' maxim: that in

the writing, a book takes

on a life of its own, and it

took over mine, as well. I

had fallen heir to the stroke

of fate: Duke purchased the

diary because Susan's stay in

Savannah placed the diary

within the Special Collections

Library's collecting parameters of

writings by women in the nineteenth-cen-

tury American South.

For those who do not frequent it, Special

Collections is an aptly named small universe: a

very special, clean and well-lit place, high-

ceilinged and serenely quiet except for the occa-

sional whirring of the copying machine, the less

occasional sharpening of pencils (the sole sane-

^ /^r*^,-^
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tioned handwriting implement), and sporadic

typing on laptops, especially in the summer

when visiting scholars are at Duke to use the

collections. The bonus of working at Special

Collections is its staff, who can never do

enough to help.

Using Special Collections' unique materi-

als involves a certain protocol: one shows iden-

tification, registers, and passes muster before

any materials are ordered out for use. One

deposits everything (except pencil and paper or

laptop, and copying-machine dimes) into one

of the lockers provided for the researchers, then

waits in the reading room for the ordered mate-

rials to be passed through the window in the

glass wall separating the reading room and the

catalog area. And when one is ready to leave

for the day, everything leaving the reading

room (every piece of paper and the interior of

laptops) is presented for inspection. I for one

approve wholeheartedly of these exit searches.

If anything were to happen to the materials I

am working on, both the collection and my pro-

ject would be diminished.

After I had explored the Hathorn diary's

internal mysteries, I wanted to set the diary in

the whole of Susan's life, to get to the "end" of

her story, and I began to create the framing con-

text that would become ABride's Passage. In this

effort the magnificent resources of Perkins

Library played a crucial role. The Reference,

Maps, and Interlibrary Loan departments res-

cued me time and again as I went overboard in

the vast background of Susan Hathorn's year at

sea. I suspect the Perkins people wondered if I

had taken leave of my senses, since my
inquiries flew off in so many strangely varied

directions. Certainly the digging was never

dull. I found myself scanning microfilms of rare

shipping newspapers, studying U.S. Geological

Survey maps to get the true lay of the land in

Sagadahoc County, Maine, and trying to divine

the significance of the name of the Caribbean

passage known as Square Handkerchief. Such

enticing byways made life with Susan a daily

adventure.

Like every writer with a recently-finished

project, I did find myself thinking, what next? It

is a perennial writer's problem, whether one

writes fiction or nonfiction. Because for me
work on no piece of fiction could have been

more engaging and fulfilling than my work on

Susan Hathorn's real story; I knew exactly

where I would begin. Special Collections is pos-

itively full of stories like Susan Hathorn's, just

waiting.

Catherine Petroski

Catherine Petroski's book about the Susan Hathorn

diary, A Bride's Passage: Susan Hathorn's Year

Under Sail, was published in February 1997 by

Northeastern University Press. Her previous books

include Gravity and Other Stories one/The Summer

That Lasted Forever, a novel. She has taught seminars

in fiction-writing and advanced composition in

Duke's English Department, and she is chair of the

Durham County Library Board of Trustees.

The entry from Susan Hathorn's diary for Tuesday,

November 20, 1855:

A coid day—the coldest of the season.

Little Baby Hathorn was born this morning about

seven o'clock.

I am quite comfortable.
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he precise role of the branch library at Duke University has been

defined, redefined, invented, and reinvented over time by faculty and

librarians working together. In the first article of this series on the

ich libraries of the Perkins System (appearing in the Fall 1996

issue), we looked at two incarnations of the branch concept, the

Pearse Memorial Library at the Nicholas School of the Environment

Marine Laboratory in Beaufort, North Carolina, and the Duke Off-Site

Stacks on West Pettigrew Street in Durham. Both are distinctive

because they operate at locations away from the main campus. DOSS, as the West

Pettigrew branch is known, was literally an invention, a new approach taken in

response to the problem of expanding collections and services within limited exist-

ing space. Marine Lab librarian Miyuki DeHart has seen her role largely redefined

in response to technological innovations like the Internet, CD-ROMS, and electronic

mail, as well as the call of faculty and students for more materials and a wider

variety of services.

This "call and response," the reciprocal interchange of ideas,

needs, and opinions between faculty and students on the one hand

and librarians of the Perkins System on the other, has shaped DOSS

and the Pearse Memorial Library and has defined Duke's other

branch libraries as well. Branches that comprise the major collec-

tions in particular subject areas (the Biological and Environmental

Sciences, Chemistry, Math-Physics, Engineering, and Music

Libraries) and those that cut across many subject areas (the Lilly

and Special Collections Libraries) all find themselves responding to

calls from students, faculty, and administration at one time or

another.

In its recent history, the Music Library has responded to a

common call: the establishment of new academic programs. In the

mid-1980s the university created Ph.D. programs in music. This

represented a dramatic departure from the previous nature of offer-

ings in music, which focused largely on elective courses (music

appreciation, for example), and private lessons and performing

ensembles aimed at allowing students to maintain and expand

their skills as practicing musicians. The new calling of the Music

Department—more faculty, more students, Ph.D. level offerings in

musicology, performance practice, and composition—meant a

major shift for the Music Library. A significant outcome of this shift

was a philosophical and physical enlargement of the Music Library.

This "call and response," the reciprocal

interchange of ideas, needs, and

opinions between faculty and

students on the one hand and librarians

of the Perkins System on the other,

has shaped DOSS and the Pearse

Memorial Library and has defined

Duke's other branch libraries as well.



and Response

Undergraduates

Nicole Evans

(I.) and Ryan

Anderson (c.)

with graduate

student Graham

Hunt (r.j in the

Music Media

Center.

Before institution of the Ph.D. programs, the Music Library consisted solely of the

collection of books about music, music reference sources, and printed music. The

Music Department maintained the sound recordings collection in a separate facili-

ty. Working together, faculty and librarians concluded that the Music Library could

best oversee the development and use of both the media and print collections.

Professor Bryan Gilliam was one of the faculty who was active in directing the

growth and change of both the Music Department and the Music Library. Gilliam

advocated that the study of music required

not only print resources, but sound, video,

and even computers. He relates the follow-

ing anecdote from his first days at Duke:

"By 1986 the compact disc had clearly

established itself as the dominant audio

format. I suggested that CDs should be

added to the [library] collection. One of his

colleagues agreed, noting that CDs 'proba-

bly were' the wave of the future. Wave of

the future, I thought? They're already

here!"

The call for an integrated music collec-

tion was made, and Music Library director

John Druesedow and his staff responded. In

January 1989 the Music Library officially opened the Music Media Center, a second

service area specializing in audio, video, and other media formats.

Today's Music Library is very different from the Music Library of a decade

ago. Alongside books and printed music are computers providing Internet access,

reference sources on CD-ROM, compact discs, various video formats, computer

software, and multi-media resources. The adoption of liberal circulation policies

for all of these materials, a somewhat unusual step for an academic music library

to take, was a response to faculty and student preference for using the library's

resources in their offices or dorm rooms. Video, audio, and computer equipment is

used increasingly in classrooms, too, thanks in part to university /library initiatives

like the Paul B. Williams Media Center, which is based in the Lilly Library.

The Music Library is now well-positioned to move into new areas of service.

Building on past experience, the staff strive to involve faculty and students in the

planning process. In recent years, Visiting Professor Matthew Allen with the help

of Timothy Cherubini, assistant director of the Music Library, has based major por-

tions of his world music survey course on multi-media CD-ROMs. Student

response to multi-media in the classroom has been overwhelmingly favorable.

Sean Spicer, a student in the course, wrote "[CD-ROMs] allow the student the

utmost freedom to explore their ideas and to discover on their own what makes

the lesson tick ... [I] believe that CD-ROMs and the interactive learning that thev

enourage is one of the best ways to get students excited about learning. Herein lies

the real value of the technology." Most recently, Professor Louise Meintjes, an eth-

nomusicologist and the most recent addition to the Music Department faculty; is

Today's Music Library is

very different from the

Musk Library of a decade

ago. Alongside books

and printed music are com-

puters providing Internet

access, reference sources

on CD-ROM, compact

discs, various video for-

mats, computer software,

and multi-media resources.
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helping to raise this partnership to a new level. Among other things, she will be

working with Music Library staff in the spring of 1997 to incorporate resources on

the World Wide Web into her teaching. The Music Library's role will be to imple-

ment and maintain access to these resources through its own Web pages and to

assist in locating and evaluating individual resources and determining how they

might best be used.

The Music Library changed in response to the establishment of Ph.D. pro-

grams in music. The Lilly Library has experienced an equally dramatic change in

character in response to the 1995 redefinition of the East Campus as the "Freshman

Campus." However, in some respects this call to Lilly was similar to calls heard

many times during its history as one of Duke's most popular libraries.

Although characterized as "a branch of the Perkins System," Lilly's history

extends as far back as that of the main Perkins Library. The Lilly Library opened

on East Campus as the Women's College Library on September 24th, 1930, the

same day the newly-constructed Duke University Library (the precursor of the

Perkins Library) opened on West Campus. As higher education for women diversi-

fied, so did Lilly's collection. When the men's and women's undergraduate col-

leges were merged in 1972, and the population of East Campus changed signifi-

cantly, Lilly lengthened its hours at the university chancellor's request. As academ-

ic departments on East Campus arrive and depart and/or depart and arrive again,

Lilly re-focuses its collection. As programs emerge on East Campus—like that in

Film and Video—Lilly accounts for them. As new technological possibilities

arise—like that allowing electronically distributed course reserve readings—Lilly

focuses attention on providing them.

Given the library's record, the university administration immediately recog-

nized the importance of Lilly Library to the success of the East Campus's transfor-

mation. Lilly Library head Robbin Ernest participated in discussions with Dean

Richard White as implementation of the plan became imminent. The administra-

tion saw Lilly as an important venue for the introduction of the freshmen into aca-

demic life. This introduction has had its focus in a collaboration between the Lilly

librarians and the University Writing Program.

The University Writing Course is a first-semester course that each Duke stu-

dent is required to take. Lilly reference librarians Tracy Hull and Kelley Lawton

established a close partnership with University Writing Program director Van

Hillard and his assistant JuliAnna Smith to provide a detailed introduction to the

Duke libraries for all freshmen through this course. Hillard and the Lilly librarians

were in agreement about the significance of the introduction. Hillard views

instruction in using libraries as a crucial part of introducing students to the con-

cept of the library not as a "warehouse" where books are stored, but as place

where knowledge is structured. Part of Hillard's view for the Writing Course is to

present the library as an "academic culture, not just a set of instructions."

Librarians are pivotal to realizing this view. His call to them is succinctly put:

"Help guide students in the perilous crossing from high school to the academy."

Hillard continues by noting that librarians can help students develop "strategies

for tracing bibliographic trails, keeping research logs, and evaluating and assess-

ing information."

The partnership of librarians Hull and Lawton with Van Hillard and

JuliAnna Smith is precisely the type of cooperative response Hillard desires to see

among all librarians and faculty. In this instance the collaboration has paid off with



Librarians Tracy Hull

(standing rear) and

Kelley Lawton (standing

foreground] work with

students in the Lilly

Library training room.

great benefits. Ms. Smith notes, "A lot of the change [in the program] was the

result of extensive conversation that helped all players understand each other's

needs. This type of collaboration is rare on campus. The people gathered [to revise

the library portion of the Writing Course, Van, Tracy, Kelley and I,] had very strong

backgrounds and an interest in learning from each other. This is the best way of

approaching improvements with the students in mind."

During the Fall 1996 semester, a total of 205 library instruction sessions were

conducted by eleven librarians from the Lilly and Music Libraries and the Perkins

Library Reference Department. Based on attendance rosters and evaluations

returned following the sessions, Hull and Smith estimate that over 1400 of the 1600

first-year students participated in the instruction. Feedback from the students was

overwhelmingly positive. One comment in particular seems to speak to the suc-

cess of the program. On the anonymous evaluation, a student offered, "I have

attended many classes like the Lilly session. It was a very good one because it

helped me tackle the library. Now I have no hesitations about going in there at all.

Before I never wanted to enter the place. Now I feel right at home."

As proactive and successful as the Lilly Library has been in its interactions

with faculty and students, the Special Collections Library may model these quali-

ties in an even more pronounced way. There is not a more unique collection among

the Perkins branch libraries, and there are perhaps not many more varied ways in

which any branch library serves its clientele.

As early as 1931 Perkins Library had a manuscripts department with areas

of collecting already being defined. Some grew naturally out of donor interest and

support—the early emphasis on Southern Americana, for example, patronized by

George Washington Rowers. Other areas emerged opportunistically as materials

became available through various means, such as when faculty members were able

to acquire materials in Europe and elsewhere in the United States in the process of

conducting their own research. Building special collections at Duke University has

long been viewed as a partnership between the faculty and the library.

Director of Special Collections Robert L. Byrd describes what for him was a

defining moment in this partnership. In the mid-1980s, the Perkins Library system

undertook a collection analysis project. He and others interviewed various faculty

about the library's collecting practices.

Byrd recalls especially his conversation

with Craufurd Goodwin, professor of

economics, and, at that time, dean of the

graduate school. Professor Goodwin

drew a distinction between the research

interests of individual faculty members

and those interests that were "institu-

tionalized" by means of established aca-

demic programs, programs to which the

university had made an ongoing com-

mitment. While the library had an obli-

gation to support the former, it was the

latter that presented the best opportuni-

ty for service to the larger academic

community. Goodwin cited as an example the field of the history of economic

thought. Duke's economics department supported a clear and sustained program
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Van Hillard, director of the University

Writing Program

in this area, yet no academic library seemed to be preserving

the papers of distinguished economists. If Duke's Special

P Collections Library were to do so, it would be supporting an

ongoing program at Duke and distinguishing the university

nationally.

Byrd since has regarded sustained academic programs

as the call directing the growth of Special Collections. In response, his branch now
offers significant collections in support of areas of study that have become impor-

tant at Duke: Women's Studies, the John Hope Franklin Research Center for African

and African American Documentation, and the John W. Hartman Center for Sales,

Advertising, and Marketing History.

Geographically speaking, the Special Collections Library is in an odd position

as a "branch." It is actually located in the same building as the main Perkins

Library, though in its own quarters. However, it varies from Perkins greatly in the

way it is used. Bob Byrd notes that the Special Collections Library involves "unique

materials being used in unique ways," which requires staff to assist and supervise

the use of those materials by means that differ from other collections. "Visiting

scholars or students here aren't going to be familiar with the materials from having

used them somewhere else. They're not going to come in and say, 'I want to look at

this journal,' with which they are already familiar. They are looking often at books

and manuscripts that they haven't seen before or that they don't even know about

the existence of until someone informs them about what in fact is here."

Public service in the Special Collections Library differs in other ways as well.

There are many mail inquiries, and staff often must devote much time to preparing

meaningful responses to them. Byrd speaks of "patron turnover" as being a factor;

Special Collections is not typically a library visited daily or weekly by patrons in

the same way first-year students might visit Lilly or music students might visit the

Music Library. On any given day a Duke student or faculty member might be walk-

ing into Special Collections for the first time and need assistance in the basic work-

ings of stacks that are not browsable and finding aids that differ from the usual

online catalog. Add to this researchers visiting from other institutions and indeed

other parts of the world, and the public service staff role becomes clear. The staff

are catalysts in the interaction of the researcher, whether student or established

scholar, with the collections.

This catalytic function is apparent in the work of Ginny Daley, Women's

Studies archivist for the Special Collections Library. Ms. Daley meets with new fac-

ulty who in turn refer their graduate students to her for research assistance. When

the graduate students move into teaching positions at Duke, they often then send

the undergraduate students in their classes to Daley. "It's like a chain reaction,"

Daley says. It also helps that Daley is proactive in marketing the collections that are

pertinent to her extremely interdisciplinary field. She routinely sends out flyers to

students and faculty to announce new collections of interest to Women's Studies

faculty and students. She helps create assignments around collections, assignments

which she may later turn into detailed bibliographies, guides, or "pathfinders" to

the collections.

One of her goals Daley states, is to "liberate the materials," to de-mystify

them and somehow relate them to the student's world. She and other staff routine-

Call and



ly instruct undergraduates in the use of primary sources. They help students

become familiar with formats that may be new to them and assist in interpreting

the materials, from handwriting to veracity. Daley recalls working with an under-

graduate student who was using the library's collection of letters written by Emma
Bryant to her husband, a senator from Georgia. The letters date from the 1870s and

reveal Emma as a woman not about to let her life be dictated by her husband, who

was miles away in Washington, D.C. The student became so engaged with the let-

ters that her boyfriend reportedly urged her to quickly finish the paper because she

was becoming Emma Bryant! For her paper the student won the Middlesworth

Award, which is presented annually to students submitting the best papers written

using resources in the Special Collections Library.

The Special Collections Library also acts as a catalyst in the work of scholars

at Duke and around the world through its Digital Scriptorium, which provides dig-

ital images of selected holdings of the Special Collections Library on the Internet.

The Scriptorium is a major initiative in both preservation of materials and provi-

sion of access to them in ways largely inconceivable when most of the materials

—

Egyptian papyri, for example—were created.

The purposes of the Scriptorium are three-fold: to enhance access to collec-

tions and aid in their preservation; to add research value to the collections; and to

encourage the creation of new knowledge. The Scriptorium staff digitize fragile,

irreplaceable materials and make the images available online. Preservation and

access are both served by this method. The online image itself can be viewed count-

less times, analyzed safely, and perhaps even be manipulated via computer appli-

cations to provide new insights to the text, thus providing increased research value.

Finally, scholarship that is generated online may be deposited with the Scriptorium

to be shared with future researchers viewing the image.

One example of the work of the Digital Scriptorium is the online archival col-

lection entitled "Civil War Women." The diary of Alice Williamson is the focus of

this virtual collection. There are images of each handwritten page of the diary cou-

pled with typed transcripts of the contents. A visitor to the online site may also

read about the diary and its author, a 16-year old girl writing about the Union occu-

pation of Gallatin, Tennessee, in 1864. Alice Williamson's diary, formally limited to

use in a single room in the Special Collections Library, is now available for use

worldwide, without restrictions.

Though different in focus and the ways and means by which they operate,

the Lilly Library, the Music Library and the Special Collections Library are similar

in their ready response to the ever-changing needs, to the calls made to them by the

faculty, students and administration of Duke University.

Visit the Duke Libraries World Wide Web pages for a sample of what Lilly

Library, the Music Library, and the Special Collections Library have to offer. Open

your browser to the http://www.lib.duke.edu for access to pages produced by

these and other Duke libraries.

Timothy Cherubini

Music Library

One example of the work of

the Digital Scriptorium is the

online archival collection

entitled "Civil War Women."

The diary of Alice Williamson is

the focus of this virtual collec-

tion. There are images of each

handwritten page of the diary

coupled with typed transcripts

of the contents. A visitor to the

online site may also read about

the diary and its author, a

16-year old girl writing about

the Union occupation of

Gallatin, Tennessee, in 1864.
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fter living for seventeen years in New
Orleans, moving to North Carolina in

June 1996, exposed me to alienation

so wrenching that I couldn't even take

my car to be washed. The little tan live

oak leaves would be washed out of the

catch-area below the windshield.

Where would I get more leaves? I

couldn't give up my Louisiana license plate or shave the

New Orleans school decals and neighborhood permits off the

back window, either. Clearly, I was having a bad time getting

situated, finding a sedes or "seat" of the kind Henry David

Thoreau sought in Walden. Like a Walker Percy hero, I was

dazed, with a slight ringing in my ears, reeling around and

asking inwardly "What is this place?"

How could I be alienated? I "knew" Chapel Hill and Durham from having been at the

Duke Graduate School thirty years before and having stayed until 1971. But now. on the way

to Oifiee Max, I am stalled in gridlock for 45 minutes on a country road less than a mile from

my house and decide I am lost in a couple of ways.

What is the remedy':' I am confused up here in the northern part of south. The next

Saturday, the solution comes to me. While unpacking some books. I find the box marked "All

Percy." Recalling that reading Walker Percy's novels and nonfiction has healed to a certain

degree my red-eyed affective confusions in the past, I cut open the box and take out Percy's

curious, speculative, sometimes turgid, other times splenetic 1975 collection. The Message in

the Bottle.

Leaving aside my unpacking, I turn to the second essav, "The Loss of the Creature."

Percy is describing me. a creature with a good new job yet one who feels downright puny in

an impersonal culture. Where are the strawberry socials of thirty years ago? W here are the A

& P's? Where are the Southern accents? Is this really North Carolina, or am 1 loose in the

cybernetic dream-site of a techie?

As I read on in Percys essay, I discover that I am the problem, not North Carolina. I

want to feel "at home" head-on. I want "home" to be presented to me as an educator would

present a lesson or as a curator would present an exhibit, something for me to "experience"

and ultimately "consume." The danger is that 1 may lose North Carolina altogether if 1 persist

in seeing it categorically. If I want to "own" it and force it to be "home."

I turn back to Walker Percy's "The Loss of the Creature." Societ) can be so "pack-

aged" that it can be "lost" to the sovereign self, now become a "consumer." When people see

themselves as consumers, no longer selves, they may become so alienated and angry that the)

Where are the A & P's?



deface the displays, exhibits, "experiences" set up to educate them, to entertain them, or to

lure them to buy. A tourist who carves his initials in a public place, "has good reasons for

doing so." says Percy. "In his role of consumer of an experience, he knows that he is disin-

herited. He is deprived oi his title over being." This is me, all right, deprived of my messy,

noisy New Orleans neighborhoods and replanted, expected to "thrive" in my perfectly

planned new suburban community. Instead, I have psychosomatic headaches, perhaps from a

swelling recognition that this place is a "set up," a "display" too perfect, too expectative of a

good life for the likes of me. a creature with unplaned surfaces and peeling paint.

If I carve my initials. I am saying "I am not a ghost after all; I am a sovereign person."

Percy goes on to say that the "highest role oi the educator is to help the student come to him-

self not as a consumer of experience but as a sovereign individual." gridlocks and grocery

mega-stores notwithstanding. I must be the "educator" of myself, according to Percy, and

"coming to myself" will have to be painfully literal. 1 must recover by sly, side-stepping strat-

egy a sense ol human beings as "persons," as "prizes to be won" back from my generaliza-

tions of them.

"Winning" back North Carolina requires me to "recover" what I remember from thirty

years before. This duty has a stone-polished hard beauty. I recall that hard work shines forth

line in the cold air. Clay on one's boots is its most visible sign. The low purplish horizon of

hills gives nothing easily, nothing fancy, but is without sham thus without shame. Cordial dig-

nity shows trust in others. North Carolinians can still be shocked and can still work together

afterwards. 1 think of memories, "prizes" wrenched from time, to hold up as examples of each

of these abstractions.

"The Loss of the Creature" concludes with Percy's bitter-lo-the-tongue. well-cooked

roots-for-cure: '"The person is not something one can study and provide for; he is something

one struggles lor. But unless he also struggles for himself, unless he knows that there is a

struggle, he is going to be just what the planners think he is." A consumer. One who is him-

self consumed—erased, obliterated by his own categorical thinking, his own study.

So regaining sovereignty is a process of living, a struggle. Something never easy and

never over.

I turn and slit open the box of books labeled "Colette, some 19th c. Amer. and

Russians," and find my prize. Walden. Thoreau is definitely a man for the struggle. "I.el us

regaining

sovereignty
is a process of

living



Where are the Southern accents?

of thirty years ago?

North. Carolift
What is this place?

settle ourselves," the naturalist tells us iti "...What I Lived For,"

"and work and wedge our feet downward through the mud and slush

of opinion, and prejudice, and tradition, and delusion, and appear-

ance, that alluvion which covers the globe... Be it life or death, we

crave only reality."

My reality is a cold rinsing recognition of being here, not in

theatrical, desirous, lethal New Orleans. In that great city, yearning

is in every mossy paving stone and oak leal, every breeze turned by a

gold hoop earring. Any breath of dissatisfaction is countered by the

sequins and tinsel of parades over in an hour. Out on the river,

foghorns warn of danger yet also sing of night, of oblivion, and above

the river arch many dark bridges to travel in the soft rain. Yearning

would never be having, just as home in North Carolina is not mine

for the simple having.

My reality here is having the work to do. "Every nail driven

should be as another rivet in the machine of the universe, you carry-

ing on the work," concludes Thoreau. "Rather than love, than money,

than fame, give me truth."

To Percy and to Thoreau, truth is a struggle for the whole self,

unconsumed by desire or delusion, the sell washed daily in the cold,

rinsing current of time. The self is the work one has to do. 1 close my

books and put them on the shelf, side by side—for later.

Now I don't waste time seeing North Carolina as a postmod-

ernist paradise of computers and dtdl reason, where a clever dreamer

has to suffer permanent alienation. I don't sec it as anything at all. I

just live in it, one "work" at a time. In this light. m\ suburban neigh-

bors are no longer techies hell-bent on luring me to upgrade m\ soft-

ware, but souls in transit also struggling against being consumed.

Rinsed of attitude, style, mode, or mood, we are all together in a

plain state, and it is a pretty good one after all.

Linda Hobson M.A.T. '67 is the Executive

Director of the North Carolina

Writers' Network.

r.
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Exhibits
IN THE PERKINS LIBRARY GALLERY

February

In Celebration of Black History Month:

Glimpses of Old Durham: African American Life in the

Bull City, 1920s- 1960s

March-April

Golden Leaf/Evil Weed:

Promoting Jobacco Use and Warning Against It,

1600-1950

REYNOLDS PRICE TO

READ IN MARCH

Reynolds Price, James B.

Duke Professor of English at

Duke University, will read his

translation of the Gospel of

Mark on the evening of

Wednesday, March 26, in the

Gothic Reading Room of Perkins

Library

The Gothic Reading Room,

with its book-lined walls, soaring

100-foot ceiling and majestic

arched windows, is a perfect set-

ling for what is certain to be a

powerful rendering of Mark's

gospel by a masterful storyteller.

Mr. Price's translation of the

Gospel of Mark is from his 1996

book entitled Three Gospels; The

Good News According to Mark.

The Good Hews According to

John. An Honest Account of a

Memorable Life. In his May 1 9,

1 996 New York Times review of

Three Gospels, Robert Alter

writes, "Mark exerts a particular

magnetism on Mr. Price because,

like the writers of the Hebrew

Bible whom Mark kept in mind,

he conveys his urgency not

through exhortation or theologi-

cal argumentation but through

the terse telling of the tale..."

Mr. Price is a generous

friend of the Duke library. His

reading in March will be his sec-

ond for the library during the

1996/97 academic year. In

October he read to an enthralled

zngineering librarian Linda Martinez demonstrating

electronic resources at the university's technology fair.

audience of about two hundred

students and other members of

the Duke and Triangle communi-

ties in the Thomos Room at the

Lilly Library. The March reading

at Perkins Library will also be

open to the public. Once again,

seating will be limited.

THE LIBRARY GOES TO

THE FAIR

The Perkins Library system

joined with a number of other

Duke departments in October for

a one-day technology fair. "The

Future of Learning," sponsored

by the university's Office of

Information Technology and the

Center for Management and

Professional Development,

focused on technologies that

enhance the learning process.
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The library's "Library

Without Walls" booth highlighted

technologies and resources that

the library employs to support

the teaching, learning, and

research needs of the university.

These include the Paul B.

Williams Media Center, e-

reserves, electronic databases,

online teaching aids, and digital

collections.

Two vendors collaborated

in the library's exhibit. Electrical

Systems Company, which provid-

ed the technology for the Paul B.

Williams Media Center, demon-

strated the remote audio-visual

capabilities offered by the Media

Center to the university's elec-

tronic classrooms. Sun

Microsystems demonstrated the

newly announced "thin-client"

JavaStation as well as other

equipment. Sun Microsystems

also provided a workstation for

showcasing the library's Web-

based resources.

Library staff were on hand'

to do demonstrations and to

answer questions from faculty,

staff, and students attending the

fair. Visit the Web page the

library created for the technolo-

gy fair at

http://www.lib.duke.edu/tech-

fair

.

STUDENTS WIN

AWARDS FOR LIBRARY

RESEARCH

Tara L. Grove and Andrea

Kirshenbaum are the 1996

winners of the Chester P.

Middlesworth Awards. Runner-up

is Allison D. Phillips. Each year

the Middlesworth Awards honor

the writers of the best student

papers that have been based on

research done in the collections

of the Special Collections Library.

Ms. Grove's paper is entitled

"Infidels to the Slaveholders'

Religion: Nineteenth Century

Religious Instruction to Southern

Slaves." History professor Susan

Thorne, a member of the awards

commitlee, praised the paper's

"analytical sophistication."

Professor Thorne, commenting

on the paper at the presentation

ceremony, said of Ms. Grove,

"She reads her primary sources

consistently against their grain,

taking them seriously but not at

their word."

Andrea Kirshenbaum wrote

her winning paper, "Race,

Gender, and Riot: The

Wilmington, North Carolina,

White Supremacy Campaign of

1898," for History 196S, "Tell

about the South: Social and

Cultural History 1865 ." In her

research she drew from mem-

oirs, contemporary accounts,

newspapers and other docu-

ments in the Special Collections

Library.

Both winners received cash

awards of $250. For her paper

titled "Schoolmarms in the

Reconstruction South," runner-

up Allison D. Phillips received

$50. The awards are funded by

the Chester P. Middlesworth

Endowment. Mr. Middlesworth

'49 is a retired Statesville news-

paper editor and publisher.

Events
February 1 3:

Engaging Faculty: Professor Claudia Koonz will speak

on the topic "Nazi-Made Myths of Racial and Gender

Danger, " using materials from the Special Collections

Library

February 1 4:

Celebration of the Publication of Catherine Petroski's

A Bride's Passage: Susan Harhorn's Year Under Sail

March 3:

John Hope Franklin Portrait Unveiling

March 24:

Julia Alvarez reading from her new novel Yo

!

March 26:

Reynolds Price reading his translation

of the Gospel of Mark

April 3:

Engaging Faculty: Dean William Chafe speaking

about "Politics and Character: Martin Luther King, Jr.,

a Case Study"

April 1 O:

Friends of the Library Annual Dinner and

Business Meeting

April 11-12:

Library Advisory Board Spring Meeting
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Scholars using Duke's Divinity School

Library will soon have a new collection to

explore: "Selections from the Day

Missions Collection: Asia and Pacific

Rim." The 202 reels of microfilm, contain-

ing 1,285 separate monographs, consti-

tute about one-fourth of the entire collection of mono-

graphs in the Day Missions Collection at Yale

University's Divinity Library. The focus is on

Christian missions from North America and Europe

to Asia and Oceania, with publication dates from

1700 to 1420.

While the history of missions may seem initially

like a very specialized field, a deeper inquiry into the

collection reveals a wealth of resources for study of

history, culture, politics, language, philosophy—as

well as the more obvious topics of theology and mis-

sions. For examples of the collection's variety, see the

accompanying list of the contents of reel 80.

Yale's curator of the Day Missions Library, Ms.

Martha Lund Smalley, writes:

"Because of its early origin [1891], the Day

Library contains many works that are available

nowhere else in the United States. Its holdings docu-

ment not only institutional histories, but also topics

such as the role of women in the missions enterprise,

the role of missionaries in portraying non-Western

cultures to the home public, and the impact of mis-

sions on distinctive ethnic groups abroad."

The Day Missions Collection microfilm was pur-

chased with Divinity School funds, continuing the

library's commitment to acquire the extensive preser-

vation-quality microforms of the American Theological

Library Association.

Individual records of each monograph in the

collection are being added to the university's online

catalog, and a published guide to the collections is

available in the Divinity Library reference collection

as well.

For a fuller introduction to the Day Missions

Collection via the World Wide Web, see the following

location:

http://www.library.yale.edu/div/missions.htm .

Roger L. Loyd

Director, Divinity School Library

CONTENTS, REEL 80,

DAY MISSIONS COLLECTION
Winn, George H.

Fifty helps: for the beginner in the use of

the Japanese language, being an adapta-

tion of Mrs. Baird's fifty helps.

Seoul: Korean Religious Tract Society, 1914.

Progress of the Gospel in Polynesia

(Southern group): Georgian, Society &
Harvey islands.

Edinburgh: Waugh and Innes, 1 83 1

.

Harris, Merriman Colbert, bp., 1846-1921.

Christianity in Japan.

Cincinnati: Jennings and Graham; New
York: Eaton and Mains, [1907]/

Russell, Michael, 1781-1848.

Polynesia: or, An historical account of the

principal islands in the South Sea, includ-

ing New Zealand; the introduction of

Christianity; and the actual condition of the

inhabitants in regard to civilization, com-

merce, and the arts of social life.

New York: Harper & Brothers, 1 845.

Vaughan, Louisa.

Answered or unanswered.

Wichita: Missionary Press, [1917].

Goodrich, Chauncey, 1836-1925.

A pocket dictionary (Chinese-English) and

Pekingese syllabary.

Shanghai: American Presbyterian Mission

Press, 1899.

Fallon, L.

"Maika" the mother's home.

London: Zenana Bible & Medical Mission,

[1911?].

Clarkson, William.

Missionary encouragements in India; or,

the Christian village in Gujurat.

London: John Snow, 1850.

Daniel, Gabriel, 1649-1728.

Histoire apologetique de la conduite des

Jesuites de la Chine: adressee a Messieurs

des missions etrangeres.

[S.I.: s r..}, 1700.
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CONTINUITY AND CHANGE
The first 1997 issue of Duke University Libraries offers the new
University Librarian a timely opportunity to extend greetings to you all.

JANUS, THE ROMAN GOD WITH
faces looking back and forward and for whom this month

was named, symbolizes my challenge as a university

librarian heading toward the 21st century. I must balance

attention to the scholarship of the past against the excite-

ment and potential that technology brings to the scholar-

ship of the future—balancing continuity and change.

New scholarship and knowledge are derived from

access to old scholarship and knowledge. Over the years

large research libraries like Duke's have facilitated the dis-

covery process that generates new knowledge by preserv-

ing and making available to the world both current schol-

arship and that of past generations. We must continue the

work that has been done as well as find new ways to han-

dle and store books and journals so that they will be avail-

able to students and researchers 50 or 100 years from now.

Technology has rapidly changed the playing field

for librarians and users of libraries. Our challenge is to

exploit the technology to both accomplish this "preserva-

tion" role and to foster the creation of new knowledge. The

Duke Library has been playing a leadership role in both of

these arenas with the electronic preservation of Special

Collections materials and with the pioneer work in elec-

tronic reserves. We will continue to push the boundaries of

our traditional roles in the days ahead in collaboration

with the faculty researchers, technologists, publishers, and

other stakeholders in the academic enterprise.

My goal is to ensure that we are developing an

information literate community, a community whose

members recognize the need for information; know how

to retrieve and evaluate information, both print and digi-

tal (for we will always be dealing in both worlds); and

know how to effectively use that information in their

work and in their personal lives. It is an exciting time to

be assuming the position of University Librarian at Duke

University and, like Janus, I will be keeping my eyes on

the past and on the future.

j
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A NUMERICAL REVIEW
of the Duke University Library System for 1995-1996

The Figures Include the Perkins System Libraries and the

Libraries for Business, Divinity, Law, and Medicine

Resources

Books

Volumes held June 30, 1996 4,534,208

Serials

Total number of serials received currently 33,205

Audiovisual Materials

Cartographic 126,253

Audio 21,804

Film and Video 9,701

Other Library Materials

Government Documents 1,348,849

Microform Units 3,314,158

Computer Files 4,613

Manuscripts and Archives (linear feet) 21,791

Personnel

Professional Staff, FTE 104

Support Staff, FTE 173

Student Assistants, FTE 51

Expenditures

Library Materials

Monographs

Current Serials Including Periodicals

Other Library Materials

(e.g. microforms, a/v, etc.)

Miscellaneous

Total Library Materials

Contract Binding

Salaries and Wages

Professional Staff

Support Staff

Student Assistants

Total Salaries and Wages

Other Operating Expenses

Total Library Expenditures

$2,774,272

4,873,710

338,310

37,224

$8,023,516

$246,362

$4,792,442

3,917,636

558,360

$9,268,438

$4,204,340

$21,742,656
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July 1, 1995 to June 30, 1996

Bibliophiles have Benefactors have Mr. Reginald T. Clough Dr. & Mrs. Alexander Silbiger

contributed made gifts of Donald & Elizabeth Cooke Mr. Earl E. T. Smith

$10,000 or more. $5,000 to $9,999. Foundation Mr. Donald F. Thompson

Crain Communications Inc. Mr. Timothy D. Warmath
DID! inBUII EC DCIlCrAt 1 U If 9

Mr. John J. Cronin Ms. Karen Yoh

Mrs. Roy Bostock Mr. and Mrs. R. Alfred Brand III Mr. Dale E. Eaton

E. Rhodes and Leona Carpenter Mrs. Stuart Buice Mrs. Susan D. Eure Patrons have con-
Foundation Mr. George P. Lucaci Mr. Wayne J. Fickinger tributed between

Mrs. Harry L. Oalton Dr. & Mrs. William W. McCutchen Mr. Ray McNairn Fry $500 and $999.
The Duke Endowment Mr. Chester Middlesworth Mr. & Mrs. Jan Tore Hall

Mrs. Connie R. Dunlap National Coordinating Mr. & Mrs. Thomas C. Hansch PATRONS
Dunspaugh Dalton Foundation Committee on Japanese Drs. Merel & Ernestine Harmel American Association of

Mr. Kendrick Few Library Resources Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Hines Advertising Agencies

Mrs. Gretchen Fish Mr. Arthur G. Raynes Mrs. Elizabeth P. Johnson Mrs. Ann Armbrister

Glaxo Wellcome, Inc. St. Augustine's College Grant Dr. Abram Kanof Mr. and Mrs. Loy Baxter

Mr. John W. Hartman J. Walter Thompson Gmbh Ms. Myrl Keene Mrs. Teresa Blackwelder

John & Kelly Hartman Mr. William B. Weaver Mr. Bradley J. Korman Mrs. Jane Blanton

Foundation Mr. John A. Koskinen Leo Burnett Company Inc.

Josiah K. Lilly III (Estate) Sponsors have Professor Gustavus Miller Dr. Ralph H. Burroughs

Andrew W. Mellon Foundation given $1,000 to Mrs. Ellen P. Myerberg Mr. & Mrs. Robert Byrd

Mr. & Mrs. 1. Wistar Morris III $4,999. Ohio State University Research Mr. Jay S. Creswell, Jr.

Mrs. Julia H. Negley Foundation D'Arcy Masius etal.

Dr. Floyd M. Riddick SPONSORS
Mr. Lee M. Pavao Professor Calvin Davis

Mr. Barry J. Tarasoff Mr. Herschel V. Anderson Mr. Gary Peet (retirement gift)

Paul B. Williams Corp. Mr. Frederick F. Andrews Dr. David W. Peterson Mr. Walter J. De Winter

Dr. and Mrs. W. G. Austen Mrs. Lillian Pollock Dover Publications

Dr. Virginia Price Barber Mr. & Mrs. William Reinhardt Prof. & Mrs. Robert F. Durden

Mr. and Mrs. Douglas G. Beckstett Dr. Henry Safrit Mrs. Perrin C. Eidson

Dr. & Mrs. H. Keith H. Brodie Ms. Donna Sherry Mr. & Mrs. W. Barker French

Mr. & Mrs. Ronald S. Burns Mr. Robert C. Gibbs

Reynolds Price.

James B. Duke

Professor of

English, reading in

the Lilly Library's

Thomas Room to a

standing room

only audience of

students and other

members of the

Duke and Triangle

communities.
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Mr. Lawrence Giles

Prof. Robert M. Gill

Mr. Phil Guarascio

Ms. Karen M. Hammett

Dr. Byron L. Hawks

Dr. Radoslav Jovanovic

Mr. James M. Kanski

Mr. Mark Kearney

Dr. Nannerl Keohane

Mr. Philippe Krakowsky

Miss Deborah M. Lawrence

Ms. Mary Darden McLeod

Mr. Robert Woods Melton

Mrs. Deborah Moffett

Mr. & Mrs. Leo R. Montgomery

Drs. William & Jean O'Barr

Dr. Leland R. Phelps

Mr. Dale C. Robbins

Mr. & Mrs. Joe J. Robnett, Jr.

Mrs. C. Jackson Sink

Mr. & Mrs. Richard Sutlon

Mrs. Leanna M. Thomas

Mr. Walter L. Thompson III

Sustainers have

made gifts of

$100 to $499.

SUSTAINERS

Mr. David B. Ackerman

Mrs. Shirley Ada

Mrs. Jane Anderson

Dr. & Mrs. Carl L. Anderson

Dr. Roger f. Anderson

Mr. Matthew Ariker

Dr. & Mrs. Edward M. Arnett

Mr. Kenneth J. Arnold

Mrs. Patricia Bader

Mr. Stephen D. Baker

Dr. David Ball

Dr. Margaret Bates

Mr. Philip A. Bayer

Dr. Margaret M. Beahrs

Mrs. Betty Bengtson

Dr. Richard V. Benya

Mrs. William J. Berry

Mr. Loyd Hall Black, Jr.

Mr. James E. Blanchard

Ms. Laura Bolton-Smith

Ms. Bridget Booher

Dr. John M. Bowers

Ms. Barbara Branson

Ms. Beverly Brenneman

Mr. Dean R. Brenner

Dr. Robert W. Brown

Mr. & Mrs. Jackson B. Browning

Dr. Edith Buchanan

Mrs. Genevieve Buice

Dr. Ronald R. Butters

Mr. Thomas P. Caine

Miss Betty E. Callaham

Dr. A. Betts Carpenter

Mr. Robert W. Carr, Jr.

Mrs. Lloyd Gilbert Carroll

Mr. Charles W. Carroux

Mr. & Mrs. Samuel Caverlee

Charlotte Rental Co.

Dr. & Mrs. William F. Chambers

Mrs. Janet J. Chase

Dr. Elizabeth Clark

Rev. William Clarkson

Dr. Joel Colton

Mrs. & Mrs. Frederick Conrad, Jr.

Dr. Thomas Cordle

Mrs. Richard L. Cromartie, Jr.

Dr. & Mrs. Thomas Crowder

Dr. Noble E. Cunningham

Dr. F. Mark Davis

Mrs. Lillian Dawson

Miss Mary H. Dawson

Ms. Elizabeth B Domingos

Mrs. Isobel Craven Drill

Mr. James N. Du Puy III

Mr. George L. Dugger

Mrs. Aurelia A. Dukes

Mr. James N. DuPuy III

Dr. & Mrs. Everett Emerson

Dr. Peter C. English

Mr. Eli N. Evans

Mrs. Ann H. Fenn

Mrs. Florence Fogelin

Mr. John A. Forlines, Jr.

Dr. Julia A. Foster

Mrs. George T. Frampton

Mrs. Joyce Franke

Mrs. Susan Watt Fraysse

Dr. Frederick C. Frostick ,Jr.

Miss Claire E. Gall

i

Mrs. Felix 0. Gee

Ms. Martha Gehring

Mr. Frederick B. Getze

Dr. Daniel Gianturco

Mr. Henry T. Gibbons

Dr. John Glasson

Dr. & Mrs. Clarence Gohdes

Dr. & Mrs. J. Leonard Goldner

Mr. 0. Milton Gossett

Members of the Library

Advisory Board, the

Few Family, university

officials and friends,

and library staff during

the dedication of the

Kendrick S. Few Room.

Miss Janet L. Grassia

Ms. Lore A. Greene

Mr. & Mrs. Harry G. Grier, Jr.

Dr. Sharon S. Grimes

Ms. Dawn Hall Hails

Dr. & Mrs. Hugh M. Hall

Dr. Susan J. Hall

Mrs. Alexander R. Hamilton

Mr. and Mrs. R. Philip Hanes

Mrs. Milan E. Hapala

Mr. Thomas S. Harman

Mrs. George Harper

Ms. Susan T. Harris

Mr. Jon J. Harrison

Mrs. Celeste Hart

Dr. & Mrs. Guy Hathorn

Dr. Peggy Heim

Dr. Albert Heyman

Ms. Ellen Feeney Hiemstra

Mrs. Mary L. Hildreth

Drs. R. & M. Hodel

Mr. John F. Hogan

Mr. Carson Holloway

Dr. Ole Holsti

Ms. Mary Adams Hotchkiss

Huisking Foundation

Miss Lindsay Ideson

Mrs. Robert F. Isley

Drs. Thomas & Ardith Johnsen

Ms. Joan E. Johnson

Mr. Jeffrey D. Johnston

Dr. Frank Jordan

Mr. Philip Kahle

Mrs. Ann Katholi

Dr. & Mrs. Samuel Katz

Ms. Karen L. Kendrick

Dr. & Mrs. Dewey Kerbow

Ms. Ashley G. Kerst

Ms. Juliana Hiang Khoe

Mr. Bruce T. Kloppman

Dr. Nancy L. Knapp

Mr. James Ira Lader

Mr. Philip Lewis

Mss. Karen L. Littlefield

Dr. Richard A. MacPhail



Mr. Avinash Maheshwary

Drs. Waltz & Louise Maynor

Dr. Annie W. McCarrell

Mrs. Martha B. McCoy

Mrs. Elizabeth A. McKeever

Mr. & Mrs. Barry McWilliams

Ms. Lovonne A. Meads

Miss Gertrude Merritt

Dr. Charles R. Middleton

Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Miles

Dr. & Mrs. D. Edmond Miller

Mr. Warren E. Miltimore, Jr.

Ms. Ruth Jaye Monnig

Dr. Kathryn E. Moore

Dr. & Mrs. Rayburn S. Moore

Mr. & Mrs. Michael Morris

Ms. Laura Morris

Mrs. Elizabeth W. Mushak

Mr. Jack Myers

Dr. Aubrey W. Naylor

Dr. Martin T. November

Dr. Douglas Nychka

Miss Betsy A. Olive

Mr. Clayton S. Owens

Mr. David B. Parsons

Mr. & Mrs. Tor C. Peterson

Mrs. Margaret Casto Phillips

Dr. Jane Philpott

Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Pieper

Mr. & Mrs. Russell Pierce

Dr. Salvatore Pizzo

Mr. Richard W. Pollay

Ms. Mary E. Poole

Ms. Josephine E. Powe

Mrs. Helen D. Pratt

Ms. Pamela Pybus

Mrs. Elizabeth Rader

Ms. Paula Rau

Mr. John W. Rice

Dr. Lawrence Richardson

Mr. Barney L. Rickenbacker

Dr. John T. Ringland

Prof. & Mrs. Alex Roland

Miss Dolores Sampedro

Dr. & Mrs. Beverly Sanders

Mr. Wendell L. Schollander

Mrs. Mary-Arden Shields

Mrs. Robert J. Siegler

Mr. & Mrs. Edward J. Siergiej

Mr. Adam Silver

Mr. Joseph A. Sinsheimer

Mr. Timothy Slevin

Mrs. Emma L. Smith

Ms. Jennifer M. Smith

Mr. Jeffrey K. Smith

Prof. & Mrs. Joel Smith

Mr. Mowry Smith III

Mr. & Mrs. Guy Solie

Mrs. Beverly Sparks

Mr. W. Whitman Spearman

Ms. Sarah Steindel

Mr. & Mrs. G. Eric Steinhouse

Mr. & Mrs. Elvin Strowd

Mrs. Louise Wooten Talley

Dr. John J. Tepaske

Mr. Norwood A. Thomas, Jr.

Mr. Edwin S. Thompson

Col. Thomas E. Thurston

Mrs. Rosalie Tipton

Mr. Samuel B. Underwood, Jr.

Dr. Senol Utku

Mr. & Mrs. Ari Van Tienhoven

Drs. Michael & Lise Wallach

Dr. and Mrs. Richard Watson, Jr.

Dr. Harry C. Weinerman

Mrs. John R. Whitford

Mrs. Carey Bowen Wilcox

Dr. Charles H. Wilcox

Dr. & Mrs. Pelham Wilder

Mrs. Betty B. Wilson

Mrs. Linda L. Wineroth

Mr. & Mrs. L.C. Wingard

Ms. Gayle Winsor

Dr. Orval S. Wintermute

Mrs. Barbara Wold

Mr. Stephen I. Wolff

Mr. & Mrs. David Young

Mr. Robert J. Zeller

MEMBERS
ACL Consulting

Ms. Gabriela Allen

Mr. Stewart Alter

Mr. Matthew J. Axeen

Dr. Whitney S. Bagnall

Dr. Judith E. Beach

Ms. Loretta Berry

Ms. Joyce Bettini

Mrs. Bernice L. Bickell

Mr. Warren P. Bird

Mr. & Mrs. Douglas Bischoff

Mr. Thomas F. Blackwell

Dr. Rebecca Boehling

Mr. James Bonnette

Mr. Norman K. Bosley

Mr. E. Harold Bracket)

Mr. Joseph P. Breedlove, Jr.

Mrs. Lynda Bregy

Mr. & Mrs. Larry Brichetto

Mr. John Broadus

Mr. Roy J. Brock

Mr. Paul H. Brodish

Ms. Barbara Brooks

Prof. Spencer H. Brown

Mrs. Leslie Bruning

Mrs. Bonnie Burchell

Dr. Craven Allen Burris

Dr. & Mrs. Robert J. Cain

Mr. Michael J. Carey

Mr. Monica A. Carlson

Mrs. Joseph P. Chernoch

Dr. Frances M. Chevarley

Dr. Linda Loeb Clark

Dr. Howard G. Clark III

Dr. Hervey K. Clow

Dr. John M. Clum

Dr. Susan Cole

Mrs. Gloria P. Colvin

Mr. Larry Cook

Ms. Ann L. Corbly

Dr. Boyd L. Daniels

Mr. John B. Darling

Mr. & Mrs. William H. Dartt Sr.

Mr. Frederick Davis

Mrs. May Daw

Mrs. Leslie M. Dees

Dr. Susan Coons Dees

Mr. Richard H. Diller

The Library Advisory Board

in the Carpenter Board

Room during the Board's

fall 1996 meeting.



Fifth grade students from

the George Watts School

in Durham listen intently

as docent Simone Lipman

interprets an exhibit in the

Perkins Library Exhibit

Gallery. Entitled "What

We Brought With Us:

Mementos of the Flight

from Europe 1933 to

1950, " the exhibition was

sponsored by the Museum

of the Jewish Family in

cooperation with

Durham/Chapel Hill

Jewish Federation and

Duke University.
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Mr. Charles R. Oilts Mrs. Cheryl Goody Mr. Charles Kasik, Jr. Mr. Stephen R. Martin

Or. James S. Dorsey Mr. William A. Gosling Ms. Melissa Kelley Dr. & Mrs. Julian D. Mason

Ms. Elizabeth B. Dunn
Dr. Louise Y. Gossett Dr. Charles H. Kennedy Professor R. S. Mason

Mrs. Nancy N. Dysart Mr. Karl D. Gottschalk Dr. H. David Kerr Mrs. C. James Mathews

Mr. J. Eric Elliott Professor Kenneth Gouwens Mr. John T. Kerr Ms. Mavis M. Mayer

Ms. Paige A. Embry Mrs. Elizabeth Graham Dr. Mary-Margaret Kerr Mrs. Connie McCarthy

Mr. Roger C. Erickson Mr. John Gruenberg II Mr. & Mrs. Michael Ketcham Dr. J. Edward McCullough

Mr. Robert A. Esposito Mr. & Mrs. T.R. Hainline Dr. William E. King Rev. Walter N. McDonald

Prof. Oliver Ferguson Mr. Robert C. Hall Mr. & Mrs. William D. Kirk Sr. Mr. Kevin M. McDonough

Mr. Eugene A. Ferreri, Jr. Mrs. Rowena Hardin Dr. & Mrs. Richard Knapp Dr. J. Samuel McKnight

Prof. & Mrs. Peter Fish Mr. & Mrs. Carlton Harrell Mr. & Mrs. Kevin Knight Mr. Evans A. Meinecke

Mr. Donald R. Fleck Dr. Harry Harvin Mr. Richard H. Kuhlman Ms. Eleanor C. Miller

Mr. & Mrs. E. C. Flowers, Jr. Mrs. Edith W. Haught Dr. Richard A. Kunst Mr. James E. Miller

Mr. Graydon J. Forrer Mr. Charles F. Hauser II Dr. & Mrs. Martin Lakin Mr. Tom Quest Moore

Dr. Marie C. Fox Prof. Cynthia B. Herrup Dr. Berkeley W. Latimer Mr. & Mrs. John L. Moorhead

Mr. Randall T. Frattini Mrs. Caroline Hickman Mr. George S. Layne Ms. Mary N. Morrison

Mrs. Dale Gaddis Mrs. Aubigne L. Hickson Mr. Larry Leckonby Dr. David Morrison

Mr. & Mrs. Steven Gaddis Dr. Peter C. Holland Mr. Charles L. Lemperly Mrs. Fred M. Moss, Jr.

Ms. Margaret E. Gallie Mrs. Betsy Holloway Dr. & Mrs. Wen 1. Lin Dr. Perry F. Mullinax, Jr.

Mr. Irving B. Gerson Mrs. Faye Mulholland Holt Ms. Heather Smith Linton Mr. Joseph A. Natale

Mrs. Jordan Smith Gibbs Mr. Richard P. F. Holt Ms. Diane L. Lisowski Mrs. Michelle Neal

Mr. Bennett Gilbert Mrs. Virginia Horner Mr. Dale Scott Lloyd Mr. Adam J. Newman

Dr. & Mrs. Neal Gillespie Mr. David K. Jackson Mr. David S. Lorry Mr. Keith B. Norman

Mrs. Michele Estrin Gilman Ms. Elizabeth A. Jackson Mr. & Mrs. Roger Loyd Ms. Julie Blume Nye

Mr. & Mrs. Richard
Dr. Rosemary Jann Mr. John Lubans, Jr. Dr. John F. Oates

Gochnauer, Sr. Dr. Casey J. Jason Ms. Anita Lynch Dr. Guy L. Odom

Dr. E. Stanly Godbold Mr. William L. Johnson Mr. Jon Jay Manger Mr. Wilbur H. Oliphant, Jr.

Mr. & Mrs. Gordon K. Gold Miss Jodie Johnson Mr. & Mrs. Charles R. Marchand Professor Barbara Olsen

Mr. Edward M. Gomez Dr. D . G. Brian Jones Mr. Allan B. Markham, Jr. Dr. William C. Olson

Dr. & Mrs. Craufurd Goodwin Dr. Karen Jordan Dr. Sanford E. Marovitz Mrs. Gail Oraftik

Mr. Robert C. Kantzes Mr. John Patton

Dr. Joannes Karis Mrs. Beverly Penberthy

Dr. & Mrs. Henry Petroski



Ms. Mary Jane Petrowski

Ms. Mary E. Phelan

Mr. W. Emory Plaster, Jr.

Lt. George P. Podolin

Ms. Cynthia Popal

Dr. Henry P. Porter, Jr.

Ms. Ashley Brooke Power

Mrs. Richard Predmore

Mr. David K. Pyle

Mr. Shawn G. Rader

Ms. Charlotte A. Ramage

Dr. & Mrs. Dale Randall

Mr. James R. Ransom

Mrs. Laura D. Ratchford

Dr. Charles E. Ratliff, Jr.

Mrs. Hilary Raymond

Rev. Roddey Reid, Jr.

Mr. R. Jeffrey Rich

Mr. Alfonso L. Rivellino

Dr. Joseph D. Robinson

Dr. William M. Rogers II

Dr. Theodore Ropp

Prof. Thomas D. Rowe, Jr.

Dr. Judith L. Ruderman

Drs. Ralph & Shirley Ruedy

Mrs. Sharon Geer Russo

Mrs. Marion Salinger

Mr. & Mrs. Stephen Salisbury

Mrs. Jane Saral

Mrs. Eugenia Seville

Ms. Elaine R. Schaffer

Mr. Carl F. Schock

Ms. Elizabeth M. Schwartz

Mr. Stephen M. Sellars

Mr. Richard H. Semple III

Miss Suzanne L. Shell

Ms. Mildred Shuford

Mr. Jonathan Silva

Mr. & Mrs. Paul Sinanis

Ms. Kathleen A. Sinnema

Mrs. Leslie P. Sirbaugh

Mr. Chandler C. Smith

Mr. Eric J. Smith

Mr. Walter Hollis Smith

Dr. Sidney R. Smith, Jr.

Dr. Malinda G. Snow

Mr. John L. Soileau

Mrs. Caroline Sorell

Mr. & Mrs. Gilbert Southern

Dr. Mary Blakely Speer

Dr. John Staddon

Dr. Samuel N. Stayer

Dr. H. William Steinberg, Jr.

Mr. Eugene B. Stern

Dr. Philip R. Stewart

Mrs. Ann Stone

Dr. Victor H. Strandberg

Dr. Howard A. Strobel

Dr. Samuel A. Syme

Ms. Sara Rice Talbert

Mr. Jeffrey D. Talmadge

Mrs. Kandy Thomason

Mr. John H. Thompson

Ms. Beth Ann Torlone

Mrs. Thelma Turner

Dr. Richard L. Tuthill

Ms. Marcia A. Turtle

Dr. & Mrs. Felix Vann

Mrs. Carolyn Veil

Ms. Blanca I. Vijil

Mrs. Joseph I. Voss

Ms. Martha J. Waller

Mr. Brian Wansink

Mr. Richard N. Weintraub

Dr. Guy E. Wells

Dr. David S. Werman

Dr. Theodore W. Whitley

Mrs. Anne B. Wilgus

Drs. Gerald & Virginia Wilson

Dr. Linda F. Wilson

Ms. Rebecca Scott Wilson

Mr. Edward B. Wilson II

Dr. Mary Ann Wimsatt

Mr. & Mrs. M.D. Wood

Mr. Jay W. Woodard

Ms. Judith I. Woodburn

Dr. Glen Patton Wright

Professor Toshio Yamaki

Mr. & Mrs. Takayuki Yamazaki

GIFTS IN KIND

Ms. Kathy Acker

Dr. Lewis E. Anderson

Dr. Janis Antonovics

Mr. Kenneth J. Arrow

Mr. Wallace K. Babington

Dr. Joseph Bailey

Dr. Frank Baker

Prof. William J. Baumol

Dr. Adrian Bejan

Professor Sacvan Bercovitch

Mr. Kenneth Berger

Dr. Teresa Berger

Miss Florence Blakely

Prof. Stephen Boyce

Ms. Bettie J. Hayes Byrd

Dr. Clark R. Cahow

Ms. Elizabeth Cannon

Mr. Robert W. Clouwer

Mr. James W. Coble

Professor Sidney Corbetl

Mr. Henry DeViers

Dean Earl H. Dowell

Mr. John E. Druesedow

Estate of Angier B. Duke

Durham Theatre Guild

Mr. Fred Emmert

Mr. Ronald J. Epstein

Professor Richard Fair

Professor Erol Gelenbe

Mrs. Otilia Georgescu-Roegen

Prof. Gary Gereffi

Dr. Beverly B. Gilbert

Mr. David M. Guy

Prof. Peter K. Haff

Mr. Tony Harrison

Dr. Stanley M. Hauerwas

Dr. Robert G. Healy

Professor Hans Hillerbrand

Dr. Nat. C. Hughes

Mr. Fredric Jameson

Dr. Eleanore Jantz

Professor Allen C. Kelley

Dr. Lawrence Kline

Professor Peter H. Klopfer

Mr. Kenneth T. Knight

Dr. Paul Koepke

Dr. Allan Romberg

Mrs. Paul Kramer

Dr. Weston La Barre

Ms. Cornelia Louf

Prof. Scott A. Lindroth

Dr. Robert M. Machemer

Dr. Frederick E. Maser

Dr. Sergei Matinyan

Mrs. H. H. Merlins

Dr. J. H. M. Meyer

Mr. Michael P. Mezzatesta

Mr. Jerry M. Morris

Professor Lorenzo R. Muti

Rev. Albert Nelius

Dr. R. Bruce Nicklas

Mr. Andrew Noss

Dr. Linda Orr

Prof. Erdman B. Palmore

Dr. Harold Parker

Dr. Jane Partin

Mrs. Don Patinkin

Dr. Joseph A. Porter

Dr. Ned A. Porter

Dr. Richard A. Preston

Dr. & Mrs. David E. Price

Prof. Reynolds Price

Mr. Robert W. Rhynsburger

Dr. John F. Richards

Mr. George Sachinis

Prof. Dovid G. Schaeffer

Dr. William H. Schlesinger

Ms. Gertrude Schmeidler

Dr. Knut Schmidt-Nielsen

Rabbi Bernard Shoter

Mr. Lee Sorensen

Prof. Kenneth Surin

Mr. Michael Swoboda

Ms. Carol Terry

Dr. Marcel Tetel

Professor R. Larry Todd

Dr. Vladimir Treml

Ms. Alice Tucker

Ms. Ann Tyler

Mr. Carmen D. Valentino

Dr. Arne Vesilind

Dr. Steven Vogel

Dr. Stephen Wainwright

Professor Paul Wang

Professor Morris Weisfeld

Mr. & Mrs. Peregrine White

Rev. Dr. Larry D. Wilkerson

Mr. Peter F. Williams

Mr. Gay Allen Wilson Estate

Dr. Peter H. Wood

Mr. Clayton J. Wray

IVe have made every effort

to insure the accuracy

of this list. If you note an

error or an omission,

please bring it to the atten-

tion of the editor.



The generosity of donors

enriches both the Library

and the University.

University
BY SUPPORTING ITS LIBRARIES

UKE

MINIMUM GIFT OF

$50.00 IN ANY CATEGORY

CONFERS MEMBERSHIP IN

THE FRIENDS OF

DUKE UNIVERSITY

LIBRARY.

DUKE UNIVERSITY

LIBRARY ANNUAL FUND

PROVIDES

UNRESTRICTED SUPPORT

FOR THE IMMEDIATE

NEEDS OF THE LIBRARY

Donations to the Library's Annual fund are part of the Duke Annual Fund and will be included in alumni class gift totals.

3 Bibliophile (also President's Council) $ 10,000

O Benefactor (aho Few Associates) $5,000

Sponsor

(also Washington Duke Club and City Lights Society) $ 1,000

0 Patron (also Dean's Club) $ 500

O Sustainer $100

Other $

32

The recognition designations (Bibliophile, etc.) also apply to gifts in the following categories:

The Friends of the Library Book Fund $

3 Undesignated Support for Friends' Activities $

Endowment

;

mined below $ _

I'l I
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Payment enclosed. Please make check payable to Duke University.

Charge to my credit card. (Master Card /Visa /American Express)

SIGNATURE

My employer will match this gift. Please enclose employer's matching giftform.

O I have included the Duke Library in my will.

I would like information about making a bequest to the Duke Library

Please send this form (or a copy) with your contribution to the

Duke University Library, Box 90197, Durham, NC 27708-0197
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A Stroll Down Science Drive

The slightly curving,

tree-lined road is a

pleasant place to

saunter. Every day at

5:00 p.m. the sounds of

the Chapel carillon are

within hearing of the

students, faculty, and

researchers hurrying

from lab to classroom

to library.

th so many
picturesque

places on I

Duke's cam-

p u s — the
Gardens, the

Chapel-domi-

nated West

Campus, East Campus with its

venerable trees and spacious

lawns—Science Drive may seem

an unlikely place for a visitor's

stroll. Unless, of course, that visi-

tor intends to complete the tour

of Perkins branch libraries begun

in the pages of this magazine's

fall issue and continued in the

winter issue. The tour began in

Beaufort, North Carolina, at the

Pearse Memorial Library, which serves the Nicholas School of the Environment

Marine Laboratory. In that issue we also visited the Duke Off-Site Stacks on West

Pettigrew Street in Durham. In the second article of the series, we ventured to the

East Campus and the Lilly and Music libraries and then back to West Campus and

the Perkins building to the Special Collections Library.

Now our attention turns to the four branch libraries on Science Drive. These

four libraries, not surprisingly, support teaching and research in the sciences and

an array of related disciplines. The slightly curving, tree-lined road is a pleasant

place to saunter. Every day at 5:00 p.m. the sounds of the Chapel carillon are with-

in hearing of the students, faculty, and researchers hurrying from lab to classroom

to library.

If we begin our walk behind the Perkins Library at the corner of Science

Drive and Research Drive and head west, we come first to the building housing

the Vesic Engineering Library. Within view around the corner, is the North

Building, site of the Office of Information Technology, the computing arm of the

university. Not a bad neighbor for the Perkins branch supporting the study of

computer science.



Left to Right:

Paul Gross

Chemistry

Building,

Biological

Sciences

Building, the

Physics

Building, Vesic

Engineering

Library

Next in line is the Physics Building, where the Math-Physics Library is head-

quartered on the second floor. And behind the Physics Building are the Triangle

Universities Nuclear Laboratory and the Free Electron Laser Laboratory which are

also served by the Math-Physics Library. Then as we start down the Science Drive

hill, we come immediately to the Biological Sciences Building and the Biological

and Environmental Sciences Library. Anchoring the other end of the row of science

buildings is the Paul Gross Chemistry Building where the Perkins System's

Chemistry Library sits in partnership with laboratories and classrooms.

Behind the Engineering and Physics

buildings, the recently completed Leon Levine

Science Research Center, impressive in size and

purpose, is the backdrop for the panorama that

unfolds on this walk down Science Drive. The

work that goes on inside the labs of the Levine

Center and the buildings along Science Drive

is increasing the status of the sciences at Duke.

The work that goes

on inside the libraries

along Science Drive Ask a librarian, any

has the same goal.

Ask a librarian, librarian (even a

any librarian (even a

music librarian), music librarian),

"What distinguishes

a science library from "What distinguishes

other libraries?" and

the answer will be, "Journals." Walk into any of the four science libraries, and jour- a science library

nals are the most dominant feature: current issues on display racks; bound back

issues shelved in row after row of stacks; computers providing access to electronic from other

journals. It's not that other libraries don't have journals. It's that they don't have so

many journals that are so critical to individual disciplines. According to chemistry libraries?" and the

librarian Kitty Porter, chemistry libraries typically allocate more than 90% of their

acquisitions budgets to journals and other serials. answer will be,

In Porter's library, a bulletin board just inside the entrance promotes elec-

tronic journals. When electronic journals were introduced in the early 1990s, pub- "Journals."

lishers offered an online version of a journal title as an adjunct to the print version.
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Only a few titles were available exclusively in electronic form.

Today, the situation is quickly changing, due in large part to

the emergence of the World Wide Web. Print editions will very

soon become poor seconds to the electronic versions, which

fully exploit the technological possibilities of the web to offer enhancements print

journals cannot match. Articles in electronic journals contain "hot links" to refer-

ences and data sets, and illustrations are interactive. Porter

notes that a chemistry journal on the web may contain a model

of an enzyme that a user can rotate looking for reaction sites or

critical bond angles. A biology journal might contain links

from photos of animals to the sounds they make, while one

focusing on earth sciences could transport the viewer to a vir-

tual representation of a tornado.

The World Wide Web has also revolutionized the

researching of patents. The patent, detailing the specifics of an

invention, serves as the inventor's claim to an idea and entitles

the patent holder to exclusive rights to produce or exploit an

invention. At the same time the patent is also the source

of technical data that is useful to researchers. Engineering

librarian Linda Martinez notes that "approximately 80% of the

information found in a patent cannot be found in journal arti-

cles or conference proceedings." Several web sites devoted to

patents have sprung up recently, and engineers and scientists

are increasingly eager to learn how to search them. Martinez

and Porter combined forces recently to conduct a one-session

class dedicated to searching patents on the web. Professor

Howard Clark of Biochemical Engineering was so impressed

that he has asked Martinez to teach a half-semester-long course

to be titled "Information Resources in Biomedical Science and

Engineering." The hands-on course will focus on

information retrieval in biomedical engineering and

allied fields and will cover print, CD-ROM, and web-

based information resources. Martinez and Kim

Hom er, Pilkinton Intern for the Engineering Library,

will teach the course in Perkins Librarv's new elec- tr •

tronically equipped training lab. Professor Clark

notes that "one hallmark of university education is

[the ability] to find out what is already known." It

used to be, he continues, that this was a relatively

simple albeit time-consuming matter. The proliferation of information and techno-

logical advancements means that in order to do that students need more instruc-

tion of the kind Martinez and Hoover will offer .

Martinez's relationships with students and faculty exemplify the closeness

branch librarians can have with their clientele. The administration of the School of

...a chemistry journal on the

web may contain a model of an

enzyme that a user can rotate

looking for reaction sites

or critical bond angles. A biology

journal might contain links

from photos of animals to the

sounds they make, while one

focusing on earth sciences could

transport the viewer to a virtual

representation of a tornado.



Engineering takes an active interest in the library. In the past they have consulted

the engineering librarian frequently on such matters as hours of operation, at one

point even providing funding to extend the library's hours. The Engineering

Student Government also maintains a productive dialogue with the library.

Recently ESG suggested that the library make files of past exams available for

study purposes. The Engineering Alumni Association then heard about the idea

and has offered to fund the scanning of these documents to make them available

electronically. Interest like this and the opportunity for interaction opens doors,

Martinez notes. As librarians impart the skills needed to access and manage the

sheer amount of information on the World Wide Web, create and recreate educa-

tional tools in electronic form, and provide information as innovatively and adept-

ly as the fast-paced world of technology allows, they continue to have a vital role

in the changing climates of research and teaching in higher education.

mmmsmtmmssmmm.
vices and patterns of use in the science libraries. The

Chemistry Library is available 24-hours a day to

department faculty, students, and research staff

because, Porter says, "It's the nature of the beast that

a chemist working in the lab may need quick access

to a piece of information in order to proceed with an

experiment." Traffic between the lab and the library

is constant and, as David Talbert, head of the

Biological and Environmental Sciences Library notes, Duke's scientists travel the

pathways up and down Science Drive. "There's a great deal of interdisciplinary

study going on. Patrons don't fall out [to one library or another] as clearly as they

used to."

A student studying biochemistry, for example, would likely wear a path

between Talbert's and Porter's facilities. Someone investigating pollution studies

would be inclined to make use of environmental sciences resources in the

Biological and Environmental Sciences Library as well as waste treatment informa-

tion found in the Engineering Library. There is an economist on the faculty of the

School of the Environment and staff involved with public policy matters as well.

And those students entering the program in Biological Chemistry will in all likeli-

hood find themselves using all the libraries along Science Drive and then continu-

ing to the Duke Medical Center Library to use journals. The interdisciplinary

nature of research in the sciences is a driving force behind many decisions, includ-

ing reducing duplication of costly journal titles in the collections of the science and

medical center libraries.

Along with technology, interdisciplinarity, and the high cost of materials,

space is another factor that drives decision-making in the science libraries. David

Talbert estimates that nearly one half of all materials owned by the Biological and

Environmental Sciences Library is now located in the Duke Off-Site Stacks. Mary

Ann Southern faces a comparable problem with space. Her Math-Physics Library

Along with technology,

interdisciplinarity,

and the high cost of

materials, space

is another factor that

drives decision-making

in the science libraries.



In talking about the science

libraries, whatever road

one travels down seems at

some point to merge with the

issue of space, and going

down that road is likely to lead

to discussion of consolidating

the four science libraries. Yet

internal factors alone cannot

delineate the discussion of

consolidation.

is out of it, too. And maintaining the current journal collection is only part of the

problem in her library.

As is true in the other sciences, journal literature is of the utmost importance

to the fields of mathematics and physics. The journal collection has the same promi-

nence in the Math-Physics Library that it has in the other science branches. But

Southern describes some differences in the way mathematicians use their journal

literature. In the field of mathematics, older research can be as important as new.

Citations to papers as old as 50 or 75 years are quite common, and much of the lit-

erature published since modern scientific journals began in the 17th century is still

valid. She compares this with the fields of molecular

biology or computer science where much of the litera-

ture from ten years ago is considered outdated today-

Southern describes another distinction of the mathe-

matics literature. While the research leadership of the

United States in some of the experimental sciences is

so overwhelming that most of the impor-

tant literature is published here, in mathe-

matics significant research is conducted in

many parts of the world including developing countries. The Math-

Physics journal collection includes valuable titles from such countries as

India, Romania, Portugal, China, and Vietnam. Serving the needs of

Duke's mathematicians requires maintaining historic and foreign titles in

the library rather than sending them to the off-site facility. Yet, the math

journals do not take up a disproportionate amount of the library's valu-

able space. According to Southern, most math journals publish a single

volume per year. The Journal de 1'Ecole Poly'technique, which was pub-

lished continuously from 1795 to 1939, only takes up about 2 1/4 shelves.

Some physics journals, on the other hand, are so voluminous that one

year alone takes up several shelves!

Some good news did make its way recently through the doors of the

Math-Physics Library into Southern's office. Funding for renovations

have become available, in part through a generous girt from an anony-

mous donor and in part from the university's department of facilities

maintenance. In the summer of 1997, the Math-Physics Library will

receive improvements in lighting, climate control, electrical outlets and

wiring. Carpeting will be installed, and the walls painted. As wonderful

as these improvements are, Southern comments that patrons do express

disappointment that the renovations will not result in more space, which

is the library's overwhelming need.

In talking about the science libraries, whatever road one travels down seems

at some point to merge with the issue of space, and going down that road is likely

to lead to discussion of consolidating the four science libraries. Yet internal factors

alone cannot delineate the discussion of consolidation. University priorities must

also be taken into consideration.



Recently, Duke's presidential strategic planning committee released its report

entitled "Shaping Our Future: A Young University Faces a New Century." In the

report, five strategic themes are identified as "institutional imperatives." One

theme is "enhancing academic quality," and one of the goals within this theme is

pertinent to the science libraries: "Strengthen Duke's ability to deliver world-class

education and research in the sciences."

How will the science libraries participate in strengthening Duke's ability to

deliver world-class education and research in the sciences?—Certainly by maintain-

ing their high levels of service, listening to their patrons, and keeping pace with the

technological developments in their areas. The possibility of consolidating the four

existing libraries into one facility sparks debate. Is it a good idea? Yes ... and no. To

once again borrow a phrase from Linda Martinez, "It's where you sit." In some

respects—staffing, infrastructure, space—a consolidated science library seems

attractive. In other respects—proximity, ease of use by patrons, ability to customize

services—there are some concerns.

The only thing that seems certain at this point is that whether one is strolling

along Science Drive, or walking around the East Campus or the town of Beaufort, a

branch of the Perkins Library System is probably nearby. "A branch librarian is like

a toddler," Martinez quips. One minute you're searching out the lost stapler for a

patron, the next you're instructing a patron in the use of the latest CD-ROM source

in the collection, the next you're putting the finishing touches on notes for a meet-

ing with the faculty to coordinate the library's offerings with an emerging program

in research or teaching. All in a day's work.

Take a virtual walk along Science Drive by visiting the World Wide Web sites

for the Duke Science Libraries. Open your browser to the

http://www.lib.duke.edu/science/science.htm for links to all four of the libraries

discussed here as well as to other Internet science information resources.

Timothy Cherubini

Music Library

THE AUTHOR WISHES TO THANK THE SCIENCE LIBRARIANS FOR THEIR ASSISTANCE

IN THE PREPARATION OF THIS ARTICLE.
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REMARKS BY PROFESSOR JOHN HOPE FRANKLIN

ON THE OCCASION OF THE UNVEILING OF HIS PORTRAIT

IN THE GOTHIC READING ROOM, PERKINS LlBRARY,DUKE UNIVERSITY

ON MARCH 3, 1997

It is entirely possible

that I am one of the few

people assembled here

who has had a continuing

relationship with Duke

University Library for

some fifty-eight years.

ot long ago a friend remarked that I had been on

a "high" for at least two years. He added that, like the spiritual "ever round goes

higher and higher." He was generous enough to conclude that if this continued, when

the time came—as it must to all of us—I would not have so far to travel. It was entirely

possible, I mused to myself, that if he was not correct, I would have even farther to

travel to my final resting place. I won't even speculate at all. I can merely declare

that this community and four of its universities have done enough to challenge the

humility of even a person of such overweening modesty as I. There was the designation

by certain overly generous groups at the North Carolina State University, North

Carolina Central University, the University of North Carolina, and Duke University as Historian of the

Century. There was the salute by North Carolina Central University just a few weeks ago. There are other

things I could mention, but I will desist. I must, however, indicate that Duke University has played a

major role in inflicting on me that "high" to which I made reference by establishing the John Hope

Franklin Research Center, in planning the observance, next September, of the fiftieth anniversary of From

Slavery/ to Freedom: A History of African Americans; and in bringing about this magnificent outpouring of

esteem and affection on this occasion.

It is entirely possible that I am one of the few

people assembled here who has had a continuing rela-

tionship with Duke University Library for some fifty-

eight years. It was in 1939 that I first visited this library

to do research. I became such a regular user, especially

after I moved to Durham in 1943, that members of the

staff would call me or send me a note whenever the

library's hours would change because of a holiday or

the beginning or end of an academic period. I have

expressed my gratitude in prefaces and introductions

of various books and papers that I have written, and I

wish publicly to express my gratitude once again. This

library played a major role in our decision to leave

Chicago in 1980 and take up residence in Durham. I

have made only a limited number of wise decisions in

my life, but the decision to return to Durham, after an

absence of more than thirty years, was one of the wisest

I have made, and Perkins Library helped me make it.

I have always had the utmost respect for the

Gothic Reading Room. Whenever I come into this

place, I feel that I am violating the space of students

who appear to take on an ascetic, scholarly quality as

they study or ruminate or meditate or sleep here. Now
that I shall have a continuous presence here, as it were,

I can only hope that it will not unduly disturb the stu-

dents as they go about their various tasks, whatever



those tasks may be. The company that I keep in this

room is awesome, indeed. If my presence disturbs any

of the students, let me assure them that my presence

among the founders, the University presidents, and

certain members of the board of the Duke Endowment

is a bit unsettling to me as well. I can only add that the

presence of Terry Sanford, Keith Brodie, and Mary

Semans—all dear friends of mine—relieves me of some

of the embarrassment that I would otherwise feel.

The remark has been made to me and, perhaps

to others, about the significance of this occasion in

connection with the praiseworthy sensitivity of the

University with regard

times and places that the undergraduate education that

I received at Fisk University and the support, financial

and otherwise, that I received from my mentor,

Theodore S. Currier, eased the burdens of graduate

school and the period of my novitiate as a teacher. I

could not possibly have come to this place at this time

without the steadfast support and confidence of my
college classmate and wife of fifty-six years, Aurelia

Whittington Franklin. My secretary of more that thirty

years, until her recent retirement, Margaret

Fitzsimmons, has assisted me in this pilgrimage in

more ways than I can enumerate. My sons, Whit and

Bouna, and Karen, my
to diversity. This had ref-

erence to the increasing-

ly inclusive policy of the

University to involve

various racial, ethnic,

and other groups in its

public persona and pos-

ture. I need not remark

further about this sensi-

tivity and my sincere

appreciation of it, what-

ever it means. The pres-

ence of my likeness

without doubt adds to

the diversity of represen-

tation in this room.

When one thinks a bit

more deeply about the

matter, the presence of

my likeness represents

the very first time that a

member of the faculty

who has not been a pres-

ident of the University

has received the honor

to be in the presence of

the founders, the mem-

bers of the board of the

Duke Endowment, and

daughter-in-law, a joy at

all times, have been sup-

portive in many ways.

John Whittington,

whose self-confidence

has never flagged, has

demonstrated new,

redeeming qualities, as

my co-editor of my
father's autobiography,

which has just gone to

press. All of these dear

ones have earned my
eternal gratitude as have

the hundreds of oth-

ers—colleagues and

friends—whose confi-

dence and encourage-

ment have been inspir-

ing and reassuring.

I can appreciate it if

Simmie Knox, the gifted

artist, insists that he

John Hope Franklin, educator and author, is James 8. Duke could have done better

Professor Emeritus of History at Duke University. Portrayed here with if he had been given bet-

a photograph of his wife, Aurelia Whittington Franklin, and the John ter material with which

Hope Franklin orchid, Dr. Franklin is holding From Slavery to to work
-
Under the cir-

Freedom: A History of African Americans. He wears the Presidential
cumstances I am of the

Medal of Freedom. Oil on linen painting by Simmie Knox. °P1Iuon that he w rought

the presidents of the

University. On a university campus and in the univer-

sity library, the hanging of the likeness of a faculty

member, out of the reach of the students, is diversity

with a vengeance!

I did not arrive at this point to represent the fac-

ulty or a racial or ethnic group without assistance from

many others all along the way. My parents, both college

educated and fully appreciative of the importance of

education on the whole person, got me off to a running

start. I continue to marvel at their influence on my
intellectual and social development. I have said at other

well and having accom-

plished so much with so little, he should be nominated

to receive the National Medal for the Arts. Now,

Madame President, permit me to express to you, your

committee, and the many others who have assisted you

in making this occasion so memorable, the gratitude of

me and my family for this generous expression of

esteem and confidence. I shall work with all the

strength that I can muster to prove worthy of what you

have done not only today but the numerous ways in

which you have indicated your belief that I am worthy

of your confidence. Many, many thanks to all of you.
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The room, even at midday, held a romantic dimness as

though it were always lit hy a lantern. Sunlight hit the

dark wood floor and mahogany tables in a way that gave

the room a yellow glow. And the optical illusion of a

lantern was strong when the wind blew, changing the

shadows so that light fought itself like a boxer against

the walls. But even with all that sunlight, there were

corners that remained unlit.

Three chairs were arranged around a rug. The larger more comfortable

chair was my mother's, so was the table beside it—her favorite made of cherry-

wood. She kept her sewing on that table and would never let a glass or a bottle be

set upon it. As I remember her table and the yellow light of that room, it stands in

my mind a vision that is like a dream, and becomes immemorial and ancient as a

court.

The Civil War had been over three years when my father died. I was nine

then, too young to be the man of the house. Sometimes my uncle would come. He

put his hand on my shoulder as if I were a grown man, and I liked for him to be

there.

During our last summer and fall in that house, a shift of happenings began

to occur. I was eleven then. Men came by on horseback. Strangers. They arrived

in a flurry, as birds would, the horses jostling even as the men jumped from them.

We never knew when to expect their arrival. They came often during the fall. I

could see from a low windowsill and count six of them, at least, all going to the

back of tlie house to dip one by one from the well. They could just as easily have

robbed us. My mother's jewelry box did not have much, but had a gold wedding

band, and a watch with three diamond chips, and two pearl earrings given to her

In- an aunt who lived in New England.

There had been a light snow the night before, though it was October and

unusual for cold weather to come that early in Mississippi. Marigolds still bloomed

in the fields. The snow came around five in the morning, but melted and was gone

by noon

"They've come back," I yelled toward the other room. My mother knew, her

cars attuned to every danger. We lived in the house alone, miles from town. All we

had was the house, our garden out back, my mother's job at the piece goods store

and small jobs I could take in summer months, a field lying fallow, and these men

rushing to our well in bad times. The well had not filled up yet from the summer's

drought. We had barely enough water for ourselves, and them taking all they

could then heading out—my mother relieved each time.

"We must go away soon," she would say, but found it hard to leave.

And when the men came, she hid herself where she could see the door, but

where she wouldn't be seen. She held a shotgun loaded and ready, pointed at the
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door. I often wondered it she would have turned herself loose to lull or maim, if

she would actually pull back the trigger.

"They've come back," I yelled again, but could see her already crouched

between the large chair and table. Her hair was pulled up into a braid on the

crown of her head, and she looked prettier than she had looked in months.

The men called obscenities back and forth, their talk like a thorn stuck in

my mind. I hoped my mother wouldn't notice, thinking she must go out and grab

them by their ears, swat each one for his remarks. In fact, I couldn't picture her

failing to do this, so I wanted to warn them to Hold it down, lest she hear.

I knelt by the window, my eyes barely over the sill. I thought that only my

eyes were over the sill, forgetting about the top of my head. The men walked

around the yard in the openness of their desires. They wore boots that pounded

the ground. They wore boots in summer, and they wore boots now, only now they

wore heavy coats and caps that fit tightly around their heads. The strong flatland

wind gave their clothes a heavy flutter, and the caps made their eyes seem wide,

blank as owls.

Each man drank from a dipper beside the well, and I laughed because it was

the dipper I let my dog drink from. I wondered where Buster was, since he usually

barked and snapped at them. One man picked up a piece of leather. It was part of

my father's belt that I had cut to make a collar for Buster. I hoped the man wouldn't

take the last scrap, but as I saw him tuck it into the side pouch of his saddle, I

tried to forget about it. I didn't know how many times they might come back to

the house, or what else they might do. We lived halfway between two towns, and

even when my father was alive men would ride by and ask for water, but they

always asked.

When one of the men saw me at the windowsill, he ran and hit the screen to

scare me. My mother moved in the next room. I felt the sudden queasiness one

feels just before throwing up, so I lay flat against the floorboard. Upon hearing

them leave, I relaxed enough to count the cracks on the wall and thought about

when Uncle Josh would come.

My uncle came out on Saturdays. He was never married, though I think he

had women he lived with from time to time. He was tall, like my father, and had

dark hair that never looked combed. My mother's hair was straight. At bedtime

when she brushed it a hundred strokes, her voice grew musical. I think it was the

only time she thought of herself as pretty. She threw her hair over her face and

brushed it from the nape of her neck, then pushed it back again. It was so long

she could sit on it. And at those times, she talked and asked questions or listened

to whatever I said, without being busy. Her expression as calm as soap.

My dad was a large man. I thought I would never be that large and in fact

I'm not. We duck hunted all winter—my dad and me and Josh—and always on

Christmas Eve. Christmas Eve morning before the light, we would rise and eat the

cold ham biscuits my mother left out. She said she was not getting up at any four

o'clock in the morning just to fix breakfast. But she would prepare biscuits late at

night and wrap them already piled with ham and butter, so that in the morning

they were good, if not warm. And she always called from the bedroom anyway at

four fifteen, "You boys need anything?" so that we could tell her the biscuits were

fine, maybe the best she had made, because she had been up later than we had

fixing them. We thanked her in that way, so she fell asleep satisfied.



Our duck pond was not really a pond, but a slough, a natural marshland

forty yards wide and good for ducks. With hip boots and gear on almost any

Saturday morning of duck season, Uncle Josh came by to get me, and we waded

the fields the way we had done with my father, breaking the ice in places. Josh

broke it as he stepped, without thinking. I broke it on purpose, going whichever

way I saw unbroken patches, so I could break them and hear them crack.

Sometimes Josh brought other men with him, but usually he took only me.

He taught the difference between a birch and a poplar and would tell stories of my
father, how they rode together in the war. He told how they named their horses

after women they loved and that my dad named his horse Ruby after my mother,

saying if he was going into something he might not come back from he would go

into it with Ruby. Each time Josh told me this he said it with such fervor that I

wondered if that time of his life was the best and did he long for it. Once I asked

him, and he stared at me for a moment as though I had shown him a truth he

hadn't expected.

"Maybe," he said. He pulled me to stand close to him. "But I don't wish for

it." Our hip boots touched. It was awkward to stand that close, because of our

boots, but I stood, not moving. I even put my arm around his waist, not out of

love, but to keep from falling. He said, "1 only meant to give you an idea of it, and

how we were afraid."

"You never said about that."

"I didn't?"

"No."

"It was when you saw them coming," he began, and I settled in to listen.

"Saw them coming toward you with what you had, maybe more, and bent on

doing to you what you would do to them." His eyes went back to remember. "It

killed something in me, and in your father too, I think. Though not as much." He

looked as though he were telling something different now. "I mean," he said, "the

things we had to do."

I didn't know what he meant. "Those men came back," I told him. "They

kicked Buster and hurt his ribs." Josh didn't say anything, and I wondered if he

knew where he was and if we would hunt anymore that day.

We did. We hunted three more hours. The sun came all the way up, but

couldn't warm us because our boots and jackets were wet. Our bodies were dry

though and warm enough, if not as warm as they would be. We walked back with

greenheads hanging from the back satchels of our vests, and talked about how the

house would smell like mincemeat and how the heat would hold our faces the

same as the cold did, only better.

The table was set, the floor swept and slightly damp from being mopped. My

mother met us at the door to prevent us from dragging in our boots. We left boots,

shirts and pants on the steps, and she made us wash up. It always struck me as

strange that we had to be clean for meals, but it didn't matter much if we were

dressed. My mother usually wore a skirt and a flowered blouse. We wore long

underwear, though Josh put on pants. If company came, I put on pants too.

"Your father is dead," my mother told me one day when I got in from

school. She sat in the chair where she always sat, so that when I walked in she

was what I saw first. I saw her that day too, but she had her arms outstretched

before her, leaning toward me, and I went into them as deep as I could. Then she

pushed back, and I saw in her face the very root of her disbelief.
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"How?" I finally asked, but she had already begun to tell me.

"He lifted lumber onto a wagon. A heavy load, most likely." She sounded

admonitory, if not eritieal. "And it fell back on him," she said. "He climbed onto

the wagon, and logs rolled across him. When they lifted the load off his chest, he

was already gone." She began to cry softly. I wanted to, but 1 couldn't. Instead, I

watched her tears squeeze out from those tight-closed eyelids, falling quick and

soft between us. She kept her arms around me, not even attempting to cover her

face as I would have done. It was as though she could not be embarrassed or

ashamed, only sad. She grieved for my dad better than I did, for I refused to bear

it for almost a year. And finally, when I could talk of him and show tears, my

mother's tears were gone.

The men on horseback came during the summer months and on that one

October morning, but it was Christmas Eve when they came by at night. My

mother and I attended a Christmas pageant in town and got home late, ten

o'clock. The men probably had been there already and found the house empty,

not wanting anything there, but wanting something to do with us, a mischief.

Tonight my mother would stay up late and put out whatever I received for

Christmas, pretending still that it was brought in secret, both of us pretending,

because there could be only one or two presents and sometimes the surprise was

all. So we held to this, partly because she wanted to and never mentioned doing

differently, and partly because I wanted to prolong the belief. Besides, most of the

time my mother thought of me as a child. It was only now and then that she stood

back, even stepped back physically from me and said, "You look like your father

when you do that, " and she looked a little longer, not seeing him exactly, but see-

ing me in a different way. I always liked those times because she wouldn't hug me

to her as though she needed something I couldn't give anymore, but instead would

ask me to perform some chore that she said had become too difficult for her.

We were not home fifteen minutes before we heard them, the hooves and

galloping we had heard before, but always in the daytime. I had put on my paja-

mas, soft heavy material that kept me warmer sometimes than my clothes. My

mother still had not undressed, but she had set the table for the next mornings

breakfast. I hoped she might brush her hair.

When I entered the kitchen, she put out the lamp. For a moment neither of

us could see, and she reached through the dark for me, whispering, "Luther,

Luther."

"I'm here." But her hands had already found me.

"Get the shotgun." She went another direction as I fingered my way toward

the mantle and over it to where the shotgun hung. It was always loaded.

She came toward me again, both of us now able to see each other's shadows.

The moon was full, and the room flooded with its light. The floor shone white as

water, and I almost expected, when I stepped, to hear the crack of ice.

I handed the shotgun to her. She took it with one hand, her arm seeming

longer in the moonlight, thinner than it really was. With her other hand, she

pushed something toward me.

"Merry Christmas," she said.

I could not see, but knew it was a rifle, and wondered how she would pay

for it. A Winchester 66. It was what I wanted, but hadn't imagined getting. I

stroked it and could see the wooden stock and the silky black barrel. I felt sorry

about the present I had for her. It wasn't enough.
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The men had stopped their horses. They didn't go around to the well, nor

did they come with the flurry of their usual visits. There were only two of them.

"Is it loaded?" I asked.

She said it was.

I readied myself into a position below the sill and wondered if I would have

to kill a man or if it would kill something in me. I didn't feel the hate I thought I

would need to feel. The door was being tried—no knock, just breaking in—and I

felt a rising nausea.

1 squeezed the trigger, not out the door, but out the window. The breaking of

glass was all I heard. I squeezed again and again, and the shots burst out like tears

from those tight eyelids. My mother called my name and at last after what seemed

an interminable wait, the noise leveled out against the night's quiet. But before

full silence fell again, 1 could see in that holy Christmas light, a horse rising up,

then dropping, his legs crumpling as paper would, paper legs to hold his heavy

body and head. And I heard his sound, after the sound the gun made, a whinny-

ing, too high pitched for anything but pain. A pure calling for help, and his knees

bending to that call.

"Damn." One man ran to his horse. "Damn." He looked down at it, a dark

heap like coal. The horse cried out only once and long before he fell. The man at

the door yelled to his friend, and they climbed onto the other horse. We watched

as they rode off.

"They arc drunk," my mother said. Her hrst words. Hut she was quiet about

what I bail done. And finally when she turned on the light, minutes after the men

galloped off, her face was like chalk. And she tried to praise me, as though what I

had done was well thought out and what I had planned to do.

Hut it wasn't. It was what 1 did. And she thought I had decided to shoot, but

not to shoot the man. She thought my mind made the decision not to kill him.

"You decided," she said, giving me credit. "You made that decision from

some old court in your mind. I am proud."

"Hut, Mama— ."

"I am proud." She would always see me better than I was.

And the next morning when 1 went out I knew I had to dig a hole big

enough to bury the horse there where he lay. lie could never be moved, not by

me nor by my mother, so I dug most of the day and later in the evening my moth-

er helped. It took two days to dig a hole big enough to shove him into. By then the

Hies had come and the sun had baked his brown skin tough and white.

My mother and I wore kerchiefs on our faces to keep down the odor. We

were glad the air was cold and kept the flesh from rotting too quickly. I had

unstrapped the saddle and was able to pull it from under him, but I couldn't

loosen the bit from the horse's mouth. His teeth locked shut around it. Then I

remembered my father opening a horse's mouth once by squeezing the sides

where the mouth began, and when I did that, the bit fell out. We threw the bridle

and saddle into the hole with him, and the halter strap, but I kept the blanket that

had covered his back and protected him from sores.

The day we pushed him into the hole, it was raining. My mother packed our

suitcases and rilled the wagon with all she could. Josh and the man from the piece

goods store came to help us bring our furniture to the new house.



We did not move far, but into town where there were lawns and neighbors.

A few weeks went by before I remembered that I had failed to give my mother her

gift. We rode back to the house, which no one lived in now, but had been sold

with the land. The mound of dirt rose fresh and we shuddered to think of what

was beneath it. The door of the house lay blown open, and snow or rain had

ruined the front entrance. The romantic dimness had gone.

I climbed to pull a brick from the fireplace and removed a small rectangular

box wrapped in paper with shiny red flowers. My mother loved the paper and

praised it. I watched and took the praise.

The box held a necklace, its pendant the shape of a leaf. It was yellow-gold

and opened like a locket. When she opened it, there was a picture inside, the only

picture I could find, which was of herself when she was ten years old.

"I had forgotten," she told me. And I didn't know if she had forgotten she

gave it to me, or forgotten her childhood. I had cut out the face to fit exactly

inside the leaf, so that her hair and chin were leaf-shaped.

She sat down on an old crate, and I stood close beside her. "Put it on me,"

she said. So I did. She pressed it flat against her chest. Then she turned her head

to the window and fingered the leaf, opening and closing it to hear the soft click.

But when she turned her gaze back to me, her eyes were so full of admiration that

I felt like a small god. She put her hand on my back and the smile that came to

her face was like a crescent, each corner turning upward as if it had been drawn

there.

I smiled too, but tried to pretend I had smiled at something else—outside

maybe—a bush. Then I looked to see the pane still broken, and the simply-round-

ed mound of dirt, the dark heap beneath it that would stay beneath me, like

something 1 would have to stand on. But all around us the rest of the land lay flat,

and as far as I could see, it went out straight before us.
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"Old Court" has been read on National Public Radio. It was

first published in American Short Fiction and has been

anthologized in The Sound of Writing

In addition to a w a r d - w i n n i n g short stories, Elizabeth Cox is

also the author of poetry and two novels, Familiar

Ground and The Ragged Way People Fall Out Of Love. A

third novel, Night Talk, will be published by Graywolf Press

in October 1 99 7.
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IN THE PERKINS LIBRARY GALLERY

July - 1 5 August

"Photographier la danse," photographs

by Genevieve Stephenson of French

contemporary dance

September

Celebrating the 25th Anniversary ol the

Duke University Archives"

September

TBA: Jill McCorkle Reading

September 1 1

:

Engaging Faculty: Professor Richard J.

Powell, "The Alchemy of Black, " speaking

about his book, Black Art and Culture in

the 20th Century

October 23:

Engaging Faculty: "Where Mind and

Brain Meet, " Assistant Research Professor

of Neurobiology Gillian Einstein and

James B. Duke Professor of Philosophy

Owen Flanagan will explore the tangle

of neurons called the brain and the

questions that arise concerning conscious-

ness, emotions, language, identity, and

mental illness
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MAKING THE

INTERNET SING

Pieces of historic American

sheet music from the Special

Collections Library will soon be

available on the Internet. The

digitization of about 3,000 com-

positions owned by Duke is

being funded through a partner

ship of the Library of Congress

and Ameritech, a Chicago-based

communications company.

A $2 million gift from the

Ameritech Foundation enabled

the Library of Congress to

sponsor an open competition

for funding among public,

research, and academic libraries,

museums, historical societies,

and archival institutions (except

federal institutions) to create

digital collections of primary

resource material for distribution

on the Internet, augmenting

the collections of the Library of

Congress's National Digital

Library Program. The National

Digital Library is conceived as a

distributed collection of convert-

W. C. HANDY

ed library materials and digital

originals to be supplied by

many American institutions.

The Library of Congress's contri-

bution to this virtual library is

called American Memory.

In the 1996-97 competition

applications were limited to

projects involving collections of

textual and graphic materials

P/WEsMHW
MUSIC * CO, INC
(HOME OrT.£ BLUES)

tS4? BROADWAY I

'AJ^OLINA
"Words by

Henry Timrod

/We by

c>A..C.S>.

The Smithceal Music Co.

Columbia, S C.

CapygXt I3BB Of Tlu •/^'nueel Mug'? Cc

that illuminate the period 1850-

1920 and that complement

the American Memory collections

already mounted in the

National Digital Library at

http://www.loc.gov/ . The Duke

Library will digitize sheet music

from the ante-bellum period,

Civil War and Reconstruction,

and extending into the twentieth

century through the end of

World War I.

Librarian of Congress James

Billington and Lana Porter,

president of Ameritech Library

Services, announced the names

of ten winning institutions at a

joint piess conference on April

10. Duke and UNC both have

received grants, making North

Carolina the only state with

more than one recipient. Other

institutions awarded grants are

Brown University; Harvard

University; North Dakota State

University; the University of

Chicago; the University of Texas,

Austin; the Denver Public

Library; the New York Public

Library; and the Ohio Historical

Society.
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How 'Ya Gonna Keep 'Em Down On The Farm?
(After They've Seen Paree)

Allegro moderate
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play Ihcmla - chief.With a boy who* loose wilh change:

Copyright MCMXIX by HaUrton, Biriin <* Snyder Co.

fright Canada MCMXIX by Hattrion, grritn & Snydtr Co. International Copyright

The Duke sheet music

chosen for digital reproduction is

drawn from the library's collec-

tion of 18,000 pieces. The

selections depict American histo-

ry and culture through a wide

variety of vocal music types

including bel canto, minstrel

songs, songs of protest, patriotic

and political songs, plantation

songs, Civil War battle songs,

spirituals, songs from vaudeville

and musicals, "tin pan alley"

songs, and songs from World

War I. There will also be digital

reproductions of an array of

piano music including marches,

opera excerpts, and dance

music.

Some of the sheet music is

illustrated, ond these illustra-

tions offer a perhaps unique

perspective of period views of

politics, patriotism, race,

religion, love and sentiment.

With its contribution of sheet

music to the American Memory

project, the Duke Library is

providing wider access to a

resource that reveals something

of the inner life of Americans.

Special Collections Library

staff say that the project is

coming at an appropriate time

because some of the works

are brittle and all of the sheets

have browned with age.

Librarians also assert that sheet

music is under-represented on

the Internet and under-utilized

in research. It is anticipated

that the Duke project will be

completed in eighteen months.

I DOKTKNOWWllERE IM GOING

BUT IM ON NY WAY

a 4-



TERRY SANFORD

AMONG FRIENDS

When former Duke presi-

dent, North Carolina governor

and U.S. senator Terry Sanford

read from his new book, Outlive

Your Enemies, on April 1 0, he

was among friends. More than

one hundred members of

the Friends of Duke University

Library and other guests were

gathered to hem what Senator

Sanford has learned about aging

gracefully. As Senator Sanford

has said, "I became interested

in aging when aging became

interested in me." In Outlive

Your Enemies Senator Sanford

uses the daily conversations

of a group of old friends to

convey information about aging

that he gathered through read-

ing, research, and service on

the Senate Special Committe on

Aging.

Vice Provost for Library

Affairs and University Librarian

David Ferriero also addressed

the Friends, expressing his

pleasure at being at Duke Mi

Ferriero said he delights in

telling his Boston colleagues and

friends that he is now Reynolds

Price's librarian.

During the business meet-

ing, the Friends held elections

to fill expired terms on the

Executive Committee as well as

two vacancies created by resig-

nations Knut Schmidt-Nielsen

and Virginia Bryan will serve out

terms ending in 2000. Lynn

Dowell, Dawn Hall Hails, Shirley

Strobel, and Ginger Wilson

were elected to terms ending in

2002. Lino Marrero, the newly

elected president of Duke

Student Government, was

re-elected to a one-year student

term on the Executive

Committee. Bridget Booher

was re elected to a second term

as chairman of the Friends.

Cavett French is the new vice-

chairman

The success of the inaugural

year of the Engaging Faculty

lecture series was noted. David

Ferriero and Bridget Booher

thanked the four faculty

speakers, Steven Vogel, Karla

Holloway, Claudia Koonz,

and William Chafe, for initiating

the series of interdisciplinary

conversations, which provide an

opportunity foi faculty, students

and Triangle residents to meet

and exchange ideas. Ms. Booher

announced that planning

is underway for the 1997-98

series. Professor Richad Powell,

chairman of the Department

of Art and Art History, has

already agreed to begin the

1997-98 series with a lecture

in Septembei

LIBRARY STAFF

ASSOCIATION

INITIATES

COMMUNITY

OUTREACH

The West End Community

Center in Durham recently

received a gift of 1 50 books

from the Duke Library Staff

Association. The staff group

sponsored the book drive with

the idea of helping to enrich

the center's fledgling library,

which is used by Durham

residents and school children as

part of a literacy tutoring initia-

tive. Ronnie McKoy, the center's

executive director, explained,

"We're placing a lot of emphasis

on reading and trying to

increase the children's literacy

skills. These new books will

be helpful."

The West End Community

Center is located in one of the

areas of Durham identified

earlier this year by President

Nan Keohone for greater atten-

tion from the university. Duke's

newly focused community i

nitiatives will be centered in

twelve neighborhoods and seven

schools near the university

campus. In support of the

university's goals for engage-

ment in the community, the

Duke Library Staff Association

plans to continue contact with

the West End Community Center

with regular contributions of

books. University Librarian

David Ferriero commented that

"Donating books is a good way

for members of the Duke

community to help the Durham

community."
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University Librarian David Ferriero (I.) with

Kamran Sajadi, winner of the library's Springiest contest

SPRINGFEST FUN

On a perfect day in April,

the Duke Library joined a

host of vendors and exhibitors

on the guad for Springfest. The

goal of the Library's participa-

tion was to promote its electronic

resources in a setting that

might attract new interest from

faculty, students, and staff

among the Springfest visitors.

Decorated with a large Duke

blue banner proclaiming,

"Knowledge Bytes Presented by

the Duke University Libraries,"

the library's booth was a popu-

lar stop throughout the day.

"Booth babes" and "booth boys"

sported tee shirts bearing the

slogan "Knowledge Bytes" on

the front and "Bookmark This!

www.lib.duke.edu" on the back.

Visitors viewed a program of

some of the library's web pages

on a terminal in the booth and

guessed the number of electron-

ic resources made available

by the library. Duke blue and

white m&m's in a Mason jar

egualed the number of electron-

ic resources. Trinity freshman

Kamran Sajadi won a tee shirt

and the m&m's for his guess

of 865, one off the actual total

of 866. Tee shirts were also

presented to two runners-up for

identical guesses of 863.

We regret that Dale

Randall's name was omitted

from the list of donors that

appeared in the Winter

1997 issue of the magazine.

Professor Randall's name

should have been placed with

the other donors of gifts-in-kind.
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THE BRIAN CARTER BRITISH POETRY COLLECTION CD

CD

The
Duke Library has acquired from the English bookseller Brian

Carter a collection of some 225 volumes of lesser-known British poet-

ry. Though there are a few items from the late 1800s and the late

1900s, most date from the first half of the twentieth century and pro-

vide an engaging and instructive sample of the English, Irish, Scottish and

Welsh outpouring of poetical composition and publication of that period.

As is to be expected from an era that embraced two World

Wars, military poets and war poems figure prominently

among these volumes. The collection includes naval writers

Frederick Watt and William Rose; Jimmie Howcroft's Songs of

a Broken Airman (1923?); and, a bit atypical, rifleman T. B.

Clark's Poems of a Private (ca. 1918). R. Kennard Davis's 1946

Diagnosis is a poetical psycho-spiritual reflection on the rise

—

and fall—of Hitlerism.

Among the recently-acquired volumes, there are many

works from the pens of women poets. Included are a large

collected edition of Lady Wentworth, great grand-daughter of

Lord Byron; a 1929 edition (with biography) of Agnes

M'Lehose, friend of Robert Burns; The Amazons (1934) by

Yvonne Ffrench; and the comic, illustrated pillory of civilian

wartime privations in Eighteen Rimes of the Times (1942) by

"carlota."

Of course, the flavor of the wider British Empire per-

vades the contents of these volumes, but especially so in N.

H. Brettall's Bronze Frieze: Poems Mostly Rhodesian (1950); R. C.

Russell's The Old and Young Lands (1946), on England and

South Africa; James J. R. Jolobe's own English translation of

his prize-winning Xhosa narrative poem, Thuthula (1937); and

H. Harrold's Johnson's Coronation garland Empire Lyrics.

The titles described here represent only a small sample

of this rich and varied collection, which significantly

enhances the library's holdings of less-well-known, but

nonetheless socially and literarily important, modern British

poetry. Over half the volumes have been catalogued for the

Special Collections Library; the remainder will be added to

Perkins Library circulating collection.

J. Samuel Hammond
Special Collections Library

OL

My

o

Native Village

And Other Verses

E. A. BUCKMASTER.

' The world is so full of a number of things,

I'm sure we should all be as happy as kings

CAMBRIDGE:

W. HEFFER 4 Sons Ltd.

London : Simpkin, Marshall 4 Co., Ltd.

1911

oc ]DI=]DC=inc

Frontispiece and title page from

My Native Village
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University
BY SUPPORTING ITS LIBRARIES

DUKE UNIVERSITY

LIBRARY ANNUAL FUND

PROVIDES

UNRESTRICTED SUPPORT

FOR THE IMMEDIATE

NEEDS OF THE LIBRARY

A MINIMUM GIFT OF

$50.00 IN ANY CATEGORY

CONFERS MEMBERSHIP IN

THE FRIENDS OF

DUKE UNIVERSITY

LIBRARY.

Donations to the Library'! Annual fund are part of the Duke Annual fund and will be included in alumni class gift totals.

Bibliophile (also President's Council; s 10,000

Benefactor (also Few Associates; S 5,000

Sponsor

(al < Washington Duke Club /;/ ' City Lights Society/ $1,000

Patron (also Dean's Club; $500

Sustainer LOO

Other S

The recognition designation', (Bibliophile, etc.) oho apply to gilts in the following categories:

The Friends of the Library Book Fund

Undesignated Support for Friends' Activities

Endowment named below $

PI I AM: WRITE NAM): Of ENDOWMENT HERE

Payment enclosed. Please make t hei I payable to I tuke ' Iniversity.

Charge to my credit card. (Mastei ( ard/Visa/Amerii an Express)

A' ' OUN'I «

Signature

My employer will match this gift. Please eni lose employer's mult hing gift fo) m

I have included the Duke Library in my will.

I would like information about making a bequest to the Duke Library

?\<;uv, >end this form (or a copy) with your contribution to the

Duke University Library, Box 90197, Durham, NC 27708-0197
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